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HON, 1. P. HEAD
HAS RETURNED
JF"IME lit;CHESNEY, COL-I STATE PRINTING COMMITTEE
ORED, SENT CHILD TO I HAS NOT DECIDED ON
4, STORE FOR QUININE MEETING.
' *After Taking tbs Powder So/d '
e
Woman Died in Throe Hours
Hew Child, so Claimed..
The stomach of leinina McCbes-
- IleS, colored, was taken out yester-day during tkii autopsy jr•ld' at herhome; AI Wt 1411 'tree t., Slid isnow being examined by Dr. HoraceRivers, who expects to get through
le tomorrow afternoon. making the
dnalysis that will, show ,what sub-
stance is in Off stomach. 'When hefinishes the jury ef the coroner willbe called together•ipiin. to hear histestimor
The McChesney -woman died 'Yes-terday morning after taking a doseof medicine which she' tbought'.was
quinine, but which TO doubtless'a morphine, as the symplerne t'ere of
the nature accompanying morphinepoisoning.
The deceased was the wife of thecolored scavenger wagon man, andthey reside .at Eight,b en4 Washing-ton streets. Feeling lasidly, the moth-er yesterday niorniskt sent the daugh-ter to. the Iverson and Wallace drugstore at Seventh and Washingtonetreets, after some quinine she want-ed to take. The girl want to the drughouse, and both the proprietors be-ing busy. she was waited on bg
George Thorneson, a fifteen yetr oldclerk, and son of Mk. • "Windy"Thompson, the marine ways carpen-
ter. Young Thompson measured outa powder, put it in an envelope andmarked "quinine" on it. The girltoob it back home, this being shortlyafter breakfast, and gave it to themother who filled capsules with theedrug and took several. Shortly'thereafter she became very ill, Rodeat sent,tbe girl back down to the drugstore to ask Thompeog whit it was
be gave her. The cleric replied itwas quin.ne, and the girl 'went backhome to tell her mother, who by thistime was deathly ill and physicians
were summoned. They did every-thing possible but 'be could not be
save4 and finally died in a fewhour).
Yesterday afternoon at the homeJustice Charles Emery held the in-4 quest for Coroner Frank Eaker be-
cause the latter is quite ill. The
clerk was not put upon the .stand to FoR wHippiNgtestify, although it is understood he
claim' to have *old quinine and- there
could be no mistake about it. Jus-
gtice Emery said the reason be did 
l
ot put Young ThoMpson on the
stand was bedtime if morphine wits
sold in place of auinine,"the'led wasCriminally liable, therefore 'could not
be made to incriminate himself withtestifying,
After Sir evident "was all finiffied,the stomach of the wornarLvche takenout and turned Ovtf to De. Rivers,
who thinks he will finish by eoznor-
• raw, the analysis, and reporeed 'the— fury. ponement the Warrant AgainstThe members of-the- jury' are Har-
vey Phillips, Joseph B. Flasch,• J. P. George Ferrell.Miller, J. B. Gilbert, J. andC. J. Holman. They Will not render
their verdict until they hifire - beard
Dr. Rivers






City Attorney Harrison, Democrat, for
Some Unknown Reason, Appoint
Republican Newspaper as Pub-






Paducah, Ky, April a 1906. The General Council of Padu-cah, Gentlemen :—
In accordance with the Charter of the city. 1 --Hareiry appointthe official newspaper for the city, for' the year beginning April1, Igo., and ending April z, Igoe.
As a Democrat, I feel bound by party fealty to bestow theappointment upon a newspaper advocating principles, and sup-porting the administration of public affair; by democratic officials.but uhibrtunstely, in Paducah, no such newspaper exists. Allthree of the papers published here vie with each other in as-sailing democratic office-holders, placed in office by democraticvoters, and i therefore award the position te a straigba.out re-publican paper, believing the interests of the city can best heserved by the Paducah San. I designate it as the oScial paperfor 'the ensuing year.
V.V:fa, T. B. mmicittiom, citlt *Who:-
printing. Harrison, who "claims" that . the. . reasons are those for which he ap-The couirm ee s not ye
rat points .the Republican newspaper.when they will meet, but inc fibe in Loui6vintiThe city attorney was elected by
session will probably
some time during May or Jtuie Ati,the Democrats of the city, andthat time they will go over every-lignaring the organs of that party,thing, get figures for all character lappoints the republican publication,of printing from the Job houses and which selection was ratified by thebookbinderies and then go to Cincia-lcouncil, all of whom are Repels-nati to get figures that will be cow licans. The attorney has the ap-
Ipared with those from Louisville, pointing of the public printer and
the year's time of the News-Demo-
crat was up yesterday. The latter
has been printer of all city business
for two years, while before then
The Register was the official organ.
All the members of the council
were present last night except
Member 7111Cp0g. ,
Mayor Yeiserehanded in to the
board his veto Sig the ordinance
which was adopted' by the boards
and handed to him got- signature,
and which bill provided that the
city police force be reducted from
its present number to eighteenThere Was Given Another Poet-
men. He said he did not believe
justice could be dope the taxpayers
lit the way of protection, with only
eighteen men on the department,
therefore he vetoed the till making
[the reduction. • The council then
'Hon. L. P. Head returned Sunday
from Frankfort where he has been at-tending the, state legisleture since7thefirst of this year, and today testinesshis position upon The Register.
The career thus far of Mr. Head.inthe legislature has been a source ofmuch gratification to his • many
friend; here and all over the state.
Hie al/ways 'took a leading part in
every/progressive move inangutatedin the legislative bodies and showed
he was an able and discreet younglegrOptore,... One striking testimonial
of.hie ability is the fact that when-ever Speaker Lawrence of the lowerhotese was ill, he always named MT.
Head to preside over the important
delibefatiops of this august body.And the Paducahan discharged theduties in a manner befitting • veteran
in the service.
M. Head is on the leading com-
mittees of the legislature aril was
recognized at Franlafort as the most
progressive representative in eithcr
house from this end of the state.
Before the adjournment of the
legislature Speaker Lawrence select.
ed )ffi. Head. W. H.. Southall of
Hopkinsville and L. W. Arnett ofCovington, as the lower house partof the committee that has on it Sen-
ators Albert Charleston of Louis-
ville, bfa, L. Harbeson of Covington,
and J W. Mizegan 9f Versailles.This body is tiO •rosios the Ileintieg The above shows that last even- don, that • monad; ground be bought
laws of this state, which is a very ing at the councl meeting tha from A. C. Gilbert .to run Tenth
tedious and responsible undertaking' Afternoon sun was named
!.,'street through from Broadway to
of unusual i..sportance, as it governs' . _printer of thie city, for the ensuing Leerticky avenue. The new thor-
the many thousands of dollars spent'
otighfare *XI be 35 feet wid• and
. Cilbett will sell the ground for
'year, y y Attorney Thomasby the state each year foe peptic
•••••••=.....1
GEORGE FRAZIEFt, COI ORED.
FINED $oso IN THIS
CHARGE.
Aldermen's iles_Facrs,
V--Aldertnan W. T. Miller, the piano
-ays he is the ugliest man in
Paducah. Sunday morning when he
awakened he was suffering greatly
from facial neuralgta. His race is
*woolen so that his eyes are nearly
closed and he can barely see out of
hem. Yesterday the doctors smeared
his face with a curative salve that hc
has to keep constantly replenished,therefore he always looks like he
just took his face out of a soap pflite
it is so greasy The doctors believe
the unusual swellings will go dawn
in a day or two.
Mayor Hart.
Mayor Yeller i; ;dieting from a
lliainful blow on his foreheadk caused
by. tripping and falling Sunday while
*calking around this home in Arcadia. 'chere was continued until tornor-l-fe had been out there goinie -over wow the breach of the peace chargethe place that will this, week be open- against Will Briggs.ed for the summer. Minch
suckle vine grows around the •
and the mayor's foot became eaten-
ledg in it: he was'thrown down with
force Stiff cleat to stun him a few
mintitee, his foreheid striking the
4lirotuid hard. Jle it able to be at his
1
the ordinance passage over theeorge Frazier, colored, was yes- mayor's veto, all balloting for the
grs per fopt.
The plitinWrs of tric city askedthe co two 'to reconsider the lat-
ter's attic*, wherein last week they
employed A. Bundaman as sewer in-
spector lot the city. Bundsman is
a railroader and the plumbers com-
plain, and state the inspector should
be a practical plumber in order to
properly inspect plumbing and sew-
er work that is $ very important
thing. The council simply received
the protesting petition, and did
nothing.
The board of works was directed
to' keters,a sharp watch oa the sewer
system pumping station at Third
and so as to see it is- its prop-
er werlung condition when the
Colaits -river gets so high the sewer-
age *ening obt of the underground
system has to be forced out by the
pumps.
The triance committee was or-
dered to look, into the question of
'the city donating money towards
purchasing the silver service set
Paducali will present the gunboat
Paducah that is named after this
city.
The mayor passed back to the
boacd .two"ordinances he had sign-
ed, and which are now effectire,plil
rday morning in the police court bill_ eecept. Member__ .0.1steehteegele changei - iiia-C-W-1-cins-es paid by11-4Sei- V;bo- opposed adoption over the differebt inercasiile establishments,ng his wife with whom he had a veto. 
while..the other provides that tethifalling. out. Lawyer Campbell Flournoy ep- 'strifittlbe graded add graveled fromHenry Gray, colored, was fined peered before the council on be-; Washington street to the Mayfield$3. and costs for using insulting and half of the Commercial club and 'road.'bad language towards John Phillips, asked that $i,5oo be allowed the A petititin was presented by prop-White, on South Third street. ;club out of the city keasury to help erty owners op First betweenThere was continued over until boom the town. He said this al- Broadway and Jefferson street, ask-next Monday the warrant charging lowance could not be made until ing that that square be • improvedGeorge Ferrell with maliciously June when there becomes effective whit geeing brick when the othersaulting Will Hamilton at the the bill passed by the recent legis- street ''Svock is done this summer.Bulger saloon in Michanicsbtnse lature, empowering cities to make The chuncil filed the document, butHamilton's condition will not pet. contributions of this nature. After will do nothing, as enough .streetsmit of his attendance at court, he finished speaking, Chairman have Slready been decided on fortherefore the proceeding had to Kolb 'of the finance Committee re- re-constructkin, fo take the $25.000ported the anticipated expenditutes batance of the street bend money.again be postponed.ittnry Robinson and Will Horns- and receipts for this year by the
by were fined $5 and costs each on city, showinethat nothing could be
allowed the club as there would notthe charge of engaging in a fight.
be enough money on hand.
It was ordered that an ordinance
be brought in exempting the Ay-
cock Hosiery company from cityjares Plotter, colored, was held taxi' for five years, it being a newto the grand jury on the charge oi.con'cern starting here. This releasecutting another party, 4* le the exemptiOn given ,elelliew en-The court ordered sold by Chief terprises in order • to encourageJames Collins of the police force them. .
The board of directors' for River-
side hospital were empowered to
have concrete walks laid in the hos-
pital yards at Fourth and Clay.
The board accepted the invitation
to participate in a big parade to be
given here April 26th when. the In-
terstate Odd Fellows hold their an-
nual gathering.
Dr. Jesse Gilbert of Mechanics-
burg, appeared before the beard
with a petition from people of thattwo black pigs that had been taken The council concurred in the — up on the street as estrays. board of public work's recommenda- (Continued on Page Eight.) •
;RESIGNATION
IN Fan WEEKS




City School Census yesterday.—
First Game of Baseball.
. 110°0 :41Pnir."
Superintendent Lieb of the publicschools yesterday said the resigne-tion of Miss Bertha Kettler hadvirtually been in their hands forthe pest two months, as that lookago the young lady informed Chair-man Trouttnao of the proper com-mittee; that.-she intended to resignnext week 7.3 she expected' to bemarried April 17th. The resigns--1On rill be . eccepted et the board
Meeting this evenin, and superin-tendent yesterday said that if' noteacher could be secur?d to fill the
'vacancy. ,one of the young ladies ofthe cadet class will be placed incharge of the pupils •of the room.i At this time of the year. it is quite
!difficult to obtain a teacher, as the
term is so near the close.
'Enumerators Started.
Messrs. R. H. McGuire, James H.
Wilcox and Henry Nip, yesterday
morning commenced taking theschool census of thse ,city, they be-ing the enumerators chosen the
frrst Tuesday night of March by the
trustees to do this- work, that has
se be complefed dtfring Apra
•••••••••••••
Sbdt tiative -
The Crewel Business; . collegeteem is now arranging for a gameof baseball with the high school
club of this city. It wilt be some-time this month, but the exact timehas not yet been chosen.
Detective On Watch.
Detectiv. T. J Moore was in
charge of police headquarters at the
city hall last night,' oft --aeeotest ofLieutenant Thomas Pottes, still be-
ing ill and confined at his home
on South Fourth street.
HORSE FIGHT
DR. PENDLEY SUED BUFORD,
TReatITMAN FOR
IT.
Young Roach of Marshall County
Started the Trade Which Winds
Up in Court.
VOL 22, NO. 286
DIED SUDDENLY
tN CHICAGO





He Expired at Mercy
Hospital of (*rhesus of Liver
—Other\leaths.
en Matesbecame precarious .laisd ended hislife about 7 o'clocigiedea,:44lireinalmorning.
The first intimation of. his illnesshere came in a moilibilVoitoouncingthe death to his Banal; and M.Muscoe Burnett left at noon Sun-day for Chicago to bring home theremains that will arrive this morn-ing. The attack wa's unusually sod-den as the deceased was able to beat his office up tca &Slaw ersideit.Mr. Morton was born in this city
thirty-four years ago, and was theson of the late Thomas W. Morton,
during life one of Paducah's lead-ing business men of prominence. On
growing to manhood the deceued
embarked in busisess here, and arts
very successful. A few years ago
he accepted the position of .0m
mercial agent for the National
railways of hilexico, —with „bead-
qievters in New Orleans, tun 'about
three years ago was made assistant
to Mr. G. R. Hackley, the road's
general freight agent at Chit;iligt).
In his capacity of assistant Ur.
Morton continued on the road and
had the Central ,,..portion of the
United States as his territory.
Mr. Morton was an unusually
sociable and genial young man
whose friends were legion and
greatly admired him for ins many
excellent qualificationioirefitosoi a
business standpoint he was progres-
sive, very energetic and regarded es
in the quarterly court a suit against 
cute of 'the leading officials of this
j‘rou_tralv, and 
1.....G.- zroyteetrog_reat system of railroads,  hgist_sBuford
fose'recovery of his horse, as resultj 
Ykr ina—esteitied—assod ate.
of a deal in animals. The deceased is sUrvived by a
'brother Mr. Gabe Morton, who isIt seems that Monroe Green of connected with the MexPen railroadMarshall, county swapped horseswith a young fellow named Roach, 
nh headquarters in New York.it 
while his Sisters here's ire Misseswho was' under age. The guardian of Roach contended that Green had ton, all 
Susie, Cherie and Adine Mor-
of whom have the utmostcheated the lad, and wanted Green
to give back the horse, but he re-
jsympathy of the community in their
'hour of sorrow.fused, and bringing it to this 
;.!,,-11fiss Rebece.s
county, swapped the animal to 
Bu-1Allen is his cousin,. While two uncles
ford Troutman, who in turn ex- 
I are Messrs. Wesley Greenfield of
Lorado, Texas an 4" Robert Green-changed horses with Dr. J. W.
Pendley, the latter of whom got the
horse that Young Roach originally
traded to Green.
Now the guardian of Young
Roach got out a writ of delivery
and took away from Dr. Pendlev
the horse Roach had swapped to
is., i Pt
Rabb Noble, Richard Rudy, Roy 
Ctalthe,Y. Jr 
W. 
Green who passed it on down the i Wofebib_nuianwrid ivraurice.Tine. As he had to give up the N horse, Dr. Pendley now sues
Troutman when the ,,deal was made.
A Smiabble has been in progreee
over the horse for many weeks
now, and it seems that the court 'is
the only place in which ,the matter
will be settled as Troutman refuses
With widespread .regset,oeas there
learned Sunday that o'clock that
morning there died in Chicago Mr.
Thomas W. MOI:t0n, one of the
most prominent and best known
young business men ever reared inthis city where he 'made his homeuntil four years ago. He was a
young Man /featly admired byeverybody who deeply deplore hispromising future bentjt cut sbbrt bythe Grim Reacei. This morningthe remains win arrive here, whileat 2 o'clock this afternoon the fun-eral services will be conducted atthe family residence on Beouhvaynear Sixth street, with intermentfollowing at Oak Grove eatinitery.Rev. T. J. Newell of the ErldieftwayMethodist church, and Rector rievedWright of Grace Episcogal churchwill officiate, -
Mr. Morton took seriously ill lastFriday night after leaving his, officein Chicago, he . biting
freight agent for the
ways company of Mexico.
ens of the lieu developed. nailSaturday evesin
from his hotel orgybospital Arhere
field of Lorado. Texas Ind Robert
Greenfield of Niashvilie. Tenn.
Mr. G. R. Hackley is expeCted
this morning accompanying Mr.
nurnett with the remains. The
pallbearers for the funeral this
afternoon are Messrs. Ed J. Paxton,
Lost Their Brothel.
Conductor Charles Love of the
Illinois Central, lost a breither, Mr.
John G. Love, who 'died Saturday
'at Greenville. R. 'The deceasedto give up the animal Pehdly was also a brother hi Mrs. C. P.seeks. 





GIVEN BY JUDGE REED
YESTERDAY.
The Mandate Arrived For the Pink
Undo:rented. Suit Against
Illinois Central.
The spring term of criminal
court started yesterday morning,
with prospects for a lively session
as immediately upon being em-
paneled the grand jury started in-
vestigation of the different charges,
and will begin bringing in indict-
ments right away. The jury was
sworn in by Judge Reed im-
mediately after opening court, and
consists if D. C. Glass, T. J. Ely,
J. D. Sullivant, J. P. McQueen, J.
A. Draffen, Charles Hawthorne,
George J. Jones, F. P. Swift,
J. C. Mlaret, W. W. Harper,
J. H. Jones and James Pruitt. F.
P. Swift was made the foreman.
This morning the judge swears in
the petit jury and takes up trial of
different actions. He fast calls
over the docket and sets the days
on which the respective cases are to
be tried.
Naltsterday he made numerous
civil orders, judgment being given
in many cases.
Hale was given judgment for $too
against George Nolte and James
Lally.
Given, Clark and company got
judgment against Herbert H.-Harris
for $345.07 claimed due for grocer-
ies defendant bought from plaintiff.
There was' dismissed as settled
the suit of Friedman, Keiler & Co..
against the Wilson Drug company.
F. N. Gardner & Co., got judg-
ment against R. N. Defoe for
furniture plaintiff sold defendant.
Judgment for P5g6.74 was given
against J. H. Newman in favor of
Powell & Rogers.
The Union Bank and Trust com-
pany got judgment foe $250 against
V. G. Gainer.
Judgment for $158.37 was given
against J. W. Riglesberger in favor
of the Globe Bank and Trust com-
pany.
In the action of W. C. O'Bryan
against Dr. C. E. Whiteeides and
H. H. Loving, judgment was given
against defendants for $645.40.
Whitesides and Loving borrowed
that amount of money from
O'Bryan.
The . Pant Jones Whiskey com-
pany got judgment for $205.52
against C. E. Blacknall for goods
the latter bought of plaintiff.
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed
executed 'bond, guaranteeing the
duties of his office. He is appoint-
ed for four years, but each twelve
months executes a new bond. •
The appellate court mandate was
filed in the suit of Pink Under-
#'s estate against the Illino;s
Central railroad. Underwood was
firentan for the road and died
of injuries received during a wreck
near Mayfield several years ago. His
estate brought snit fosc damages
against the road in the circuit court
here. Judge Wasbant transferred
the case to the federal court here
for trial, Underwood's Lawyers
claimed it shonld be heard in the
state court, and appealed to the
appellate bench, which now re-
veries Judge Husbands by taking
the suit away from the federal tri-
bunal and transferring it back to
the circuit court for a hearing that
comes up next month. Charley
Wheeler is on the losing side he
representing the road.
There was filed the appellate
cot:if man-date in We damage suit
of Mrs. Florence Feast against Rev.
Charles T. Auer. Father Auer is
priest for the St. Jones' Catholic
church in the county, and Mrs.
Feast lives in the parish. She sued
the iniest on the ground that he
said she was an inpure woman.
The priest won in the circuit court
here, and also before the appellate
bench, which now sends down from
Frankfort its mandate to that effect.
County Clerk Hiram Smedley was
ordered to pay into the hands of
Trustee. Mlendol Johnson of the
jury fund, $t,o59.6o out of which
the jurors will be paid for their
services, during this term. The
money in the fund has been ex-
hausted, and this 'necessitates the
county clerk's strong box being
drawn upon.
. Cannot Come In.
It Wag thought that Gus Jackson
would be well enough to come in
horn the county yesterday and go
to jail to serve the $too fine im-
posed on him at the last criminal
term of court for running a disor-
derly honer, but his condition will
411.
;not yet permit of his removal. He ;
is laid up at home and just as soon
as he gets well enough will come to
town to enter the jail and serve out A T•
the fine imposed. He has not got
tlfe 'money to pay the assessment,
and when the papers were issued
one month ago for him to pay up
or go to jail, he was not able to
be brought to town, but promised
to conic in when better.
Mother Sues Son.
Mrs. L. A. White in the circuit
court has filed two suits against her
son A. T. White, One for $123.50
and the other for $475. The moth-
er claims the $123.50 is due for
board and loaned money, while as
regards the $475, the mother asks
that the barroom outfit and grocery
of the son be sold and converted
into cash so the money can be
applied to paying the $465 the s
owes the Paducah Brewery for ren
of a building on Burnett near Ninth(
street, and on which rent debt thet
mother went surety for the son, and
is liable in, case the latter doee
not pay.
o II •AI 
TO RESUME WORK
PATRORMAN JAMES CLARK'S
FRIENDS GLAD TO SEE
HIM OUT.
Major Moses Bloom Is Able to Sit
Up In a Chair At Louis—Other
Ailing People.
Dr. J. S. Troutman yesterday
said that Patrolman James Clark
was able to return to work by to-
morrow on the police force, as his
leg is all right now and he able to
use same constantly. The popular
policeman has not fully decided
when he will resume his duties, but
it will be sometime this week.
He 'has been laid off ever since
Christmas Day when the negro
John Tice shot the other in the leg
as the nervy patrolman was going
up the steps leading to the Eieventh
and Broadway I. C. crossing tower
where Tice had barricaded himself
with his firearms and whiskey.
Tice shot the officer twice in the
lower limb and the patrolman has
not beep able to work since.
Able To Sit Up.
The many friends of Major
Moses Bloom will be pleased to
learn that he is able to sit up at
the residence of his daughter, Mrs.
A. C. Einstein of St. Louis, where
he has been confined with a para-
lytic stroke since last Thanksgiving
Day. For months he was confined
to his bed, bult now recovers
sufficiently to sit around in a
chair The doctors will not yet
state ,uhen he will be able to re-
turn home.
Mr. Samuel Levy, his business
associate, returned last week 'tom
St. Louis and feels much encour-
aged over the major's condition
which he thinks will gradually im-
prove until he can' stand the trip
back home where he will be
brought as on as possible.
WI= US TRULY
• and frankly, In strictest confidence, telling al yaw
• slat* yeas age. WI wtlmad yes
ITU Is a sealed esvdspe, aini • val-
uable book " ems Treatment for Wawa."
Address : Ladies' Advisory Department. The
Chattanmga Malidaa Cs., Chattanooga, Tam.
G
Try Cardui
for misery in the back, irregular catamenial periods, falling feelings, headache,
cold hands and feet, dizziness, cramps, nervousness, irritability, and all disorders
of the womanly organs or functions. Working girls, in stores, offices and factor-
ies, school teachers, houseworkers, etc., who overtax their strength, by standing, lift-
ing, rewing,vweeping, etc., suffer very commonly from diseases peculks to their
sex, and should treat themselves, before their condition becomes dangerous, with
that well-known and successful medicine for sick women
OF CA I Woman's'Relief
"Live or dies writes Sarah G. Butts, the popwar whoal teacher tirealbe
taM Vs.., 
q
1.el sure dase k ao Irons than the paks I suffered poshadkinr.
My trouble was a female dborder of the severest kind. I had taken so many
medicines without relief that I was almost sunk in despair. Four bottles of Cu-
tlet arcs me relief? and I am stronger now than in fifteen years. Cardui is cer-
tainty a panacea for kmak trafbirp• May God
biro your every effort and broaden Your territory afigoagemackglasar
until you have rescind every ossfitsiog woman "
At Drug Stores in $1.00 Bottles
hood, which was a failure two weeks
ago, was placed' over the well this at-1
ternoon. The ground had been made
,..wet and soft around the well so that
the hood sank deep into it. Over roo
yards of canvas ducking was sewed
into big blankets and first a layer of
canvas and then a layer of gumbo
1:2S built around the hood until there
were tons of earth banked up.
Steam pipes were connected to the
vent pipe to prevent the flames from
rushing dawn into the hood when the
valve was shut. Then a big spool
was attached to the long arm used to
turn the valve and agound this spool
wire was wound. At a given signal
men took the end of this wire and ran
turning the valve quickly, and the
great fire was out.
After the fire was put out the gas
was turned loose and is now blowing
into the air out di the top vent of
the hood.
Wisconsin Bank Closed.
Baraboo, Wis., March ace—Bank
Examiner Bergh of Madison today
closed the bank of North Freedom.
JUSTIC2 HARLAN
MAY RIM=
Washington, March 30.—It was
persistently reported today that
Justice Harlan will retire soon from
the supreme bench to take charge of
building up a great Central Pres-
byterian church in Washington. He
is said to have announced a willing-
ness to do so, provided certain con-
ditions are complied with by his co-
workers in the church.
Ab•




No cause was given for closing the '
and the capital is Slo,ocio and it is
said here that there is plenty of 
NS,. A NOE
Accident, Lite, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Money to pay cgeditors.
Campbell Block.




Georgetown Times says every to- , 
Superior Facilities for
bacco vow-ea thinks that his neigh- Handling Freight, Machinery
bor ought to plant a smaller crop. And:Household Goods.From the lowest depths there :
a path to the loftiest height.—Car-
lyle.
Our, own heart,- and not other




Ur. Bass thinks he will be able
to send Mrs. Prince home within
the next week or two, as she is
daily getting better at Riverside
hospital where she eas been con-
ened ever since the day she and
Mrs. Joseph Henley were knocked
from the Illinois Central iailroad
bridge near the Union depot. This
oecurred two months ago and Mrs.
Henley died in a few hours as re-
sult of the mishap, while Mrs.
Wrice Nos ever Since been at ilte-
finepital with her broken ankle.
Patrolman Stricken.
Patrolman Samuel Beadles of the
police force is confined at his home
in 1029 Madison street with a
woke of paralysis that overcame
him Sunday morning white he was
dressing, preparatory to going to
work on his beat. It affects his
left arm and leg and is quite ser-
ious.
Second Attack.
Mr. Phil Hisey has suffered a
second paralytic stroke and is con-
fined to the home of his daughter,
Mrs. Lilliard Sanders of South
Sixth:
BIG GAS WELL FIRE IS OUT.
.••=.1•MIN.11.1.111.
Remarkable Contest Won by Kan-
sans After Five Weeks'
Work.
Caney, Kan., March 29.—The Kan-
sas Natural Gas Company's big gas
*elf near here, which was struck by
lightning February 23, was success-
fully extinguished today. The Second
1111111111SMItirraii'a;r•-"iv:
HER POPULARITY.
Th. girl with elbow sleeves finished
giving the order to the waitress and
then continued the conversation.
"It is just as hard as bard can be to tall
what to do," she said, resting her elbows
on the table so that the curve of her
arms showed prettily. "If you lust let
one man be very attentive to you every-
body talks and gossips and wants to
know when the wedding Is to be and It
you Let a lot amen hang around every-
body gossips just the same and says
you are a flirt! It is hopeless trying to
satisfy people!"
"Isn't it!" hastily agreed the girl with
blonde hair, trying to look as though she
too were deeply annoyed by the problem.
-Well," observed the girl with the
square chin, bluntly, "that doesn't wor-
ry me any. it is so rarely that even onq
solitary man notices me that my pop,
Verity hasn't seemed to disturb the
neighbors as yet!"
"Oh, my dear," cried the girl with el-
bow sleeves, in coadesceniUng sym-
pathy, "I'm snore yen esagteeste! I'm
certain lets of men would be only too
glad to be nieeto you if you'd give them
a chance. You really are more attract.
lye than you think—"
"Fudge!" broke in the girl with the
square chin. "I'm frost as a social queen
and you know IL Not that my fait
young We is blighted or anything liki
that by it! Bat go on with what you
were saying."
A delicate wrinkle marred the brow o.
the girl with the short sleeves. "Yoe
care so little for such things It Is hard it
make Tod nclerstarel," she said. "But
I've always had lots of eourprzy and
Iebleleeteir *ay I managiTiffit-bito
&nation. When I thought I wait going
to like Harry so well I made tip Ms
mind to be fair to kiln, even though)
bad to hurt others, so I dropped every-
one else. What was my reward? Why,
hie mother and sisters said I was situ-
DIY throwing titraelf at his head. Thai
made me so mad I dropped him—"
"That was about the time he fell so
desperately In love with the Ceilfornle
girl who was visiting here that he had
eyes and care for no ono else, wasul
it?" inquited the girl with the square
chin, as though seeking for informa-
Uon.
The girl with the blonde hair smoth-
ered a giggle and the young woman
with short sleeves looked exasperated.
"I hadn't heard of it," she reirked,
coldly. "As I was saying, I just let the
women of the family see there were
plenty of others yltbout him. There
were about air—"
"Who were they?" asked the girl with
the square chin, Interested/T.
Again the story teller looked upset.
"I--er—1 don't think it lice to boast Of
individuals." she said. "Really, my
dear, I dont wonder the men keen away
from you if you, break in this way when
they are talking. You have so little
tact. Well, T was having the loveliest
time with all the theaters ana boots
• .• .14.111A.L1
aim canny I COUld Imagine when what
do you suppose people began to say?
That I was a coquette and perfectly
heartless! You can't imagine how It
made me feel!"
"Why" inquired the girt with the
square chin. "Couldn't you manage to
steno it if you were having a g•Jod
time?"
-You don't understand in ths :east
about these things," broke in the girl
with the blonde hair, seeing a ehance to
establish the fact that she comprehend-
ed perfectly. "A girl of delicate sen-
sibilities is wounded to the heart at be-
ing misunderstood. I know just exactly
how—"
"Of worse you do." said the girl with
elbow sleeves, kindly. "Why, I Pried
and cried about It. I actually wished all
the men I kaew would go away and
drown themselves. I'm sure I wasn't to
blame If they liked me I never try to
make them, do 1"
"Of course not," agreed the gir: with
golden hair. "It is perfeetfy horrid--"
"Why, I don't see that it would be
very difficult to get rid of them," said
the girl with the square chin, seriously.
"You could just tell them right out
that you didn't want them to call any
more or—"
'"̂ 'My gracious!" broke in the girl with
elbow sleeves, In a horrified tone. '1
never heard of such a thing! Why, I'd
hurt their feelings dreadfully and
bear anything rather than do that. It's
lust my nature and I can't help It. No,
I've got to go on doing the best I can
and trying not to let what people say
worry me more than I can help. It is
the only reparation I can make to the
men who care for me hopelessly. I feel
114..x-V 161_!_qle wor_te_119w ah.lahlthat
Dick Carter coming? Yee. It ia—is my
hat on straight, girls? Are you sure
there Is no soot on my face? He's so
horridly particular that it would be a
shock to him If I didn't look perfectly
well groomed."
The good-looking young man smiled
ineparttally at the three and the girl
with elbow sleeves hoped the others no-
'laced how polite that vu of him. As he
peaked on after few remarks he paused
a minute beside the gfrl with the square
chin. "You haven't forgotten our thea-
ter engagement for to-night?" he in-
quired.
"I should say not," she replied, calm-
ly, pros are the first person who has
asked me toga for &moth."
"How could your gasped the girl with
elbow sleeves, as soon as the young man
was out of hearing. "Such a dreadful
admission to make! And—lied—why,
eon never said a word about an mime-
ment With him,"
"There Wasn't soy partietular reason
why I should!" answered the girl with
the square chin.—Chicago Daily News.
The 'Best Side.
Visitor—How do you go about It to
keep on the good side of those ani-
mals?
• Lion Tamer—I do my best to keep



















....of the Highest Excellence....
1
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. • BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.
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Willing to Wager Seopoo at a
Whack, Whereat the Shorts
?tarn Pale.
While John W. Gate the great
.capitalist plunger and sport was in
Birmingham last week the "lid" was
off: Mr: Gates came tothe
;ttonoo of the South" Saturday,
ostensibly to purchase a few mil-
lion dollars' worth of coal and iron
mines, and he devoted his first day





dropped $36,00o at the poker dice in
Hot Springs caused much enthus-
iasm among the members of the
Alabama club, and immediately a
OW of Woo° was formed and a
eMlimittee appointed to wait on
Me.. Gates and invite him„. to "no
limit" enterainruent at which he
could name the brand of the game.
When the committee called at
Mr. Gates' hotel they found him
prepared to go fog a spin in an
automobile to the Country club,'
and he smiled blandly when they
made known the object of their
visit. "Forty thousand," he com-
mented, "well, so long as there is
no limit we will match coins for
$40,000 a throw?'
The members of the committee
paled perceptibly as Mr. Gates
bowed and rode away.
The Jacksonville merchants are of-
fering a prize for the first home run
made by a member of that club.
Need Lots of Practice.
Cairo has nine exhibition games
as follows: Tito with Memphis, two
with the Chicago Nationals, three
with Keokuk and two with the Wag-
nere of Granite City. — Mattoon
Star.
Its Behind Him AU Right.
Ames, who hair signed with Padu-
cah, is the St. Louis boy who pitched
several clever games at Urban Park
against Adams' Leaguers. He lost
them all, but that wasn't his fault.
With a fast aggregation behind him
be should make good.
Will "Show" Missourians.
Charles Pruitt, who was tried out
by Tebeau in tgoa, is pitching great
ball for Dallas in the Texas League.
Manager McAleer, of the St. Louis
Browns, has secured an option on
'Pruitt% release, and the Indiana lad
will be given a chance with the
American Leaguers next fall.
Now With Old Vliftettnall.
H. E. Dirty, who was manager of
the Syracuse Eastern League team
last year has been signed by the local
Kitty League team, and will report
for duty April toth. He will be
with the team on April ta, in the
first exiiibition game which will be
played with the Evansville Central
league team at Evansville.—Vin-
c e n nes Commercial.
Amatetwe May Play Sundays
The Ohio senate passed a bill per-
mitting amateur base ball playing on
Sunday. There were only ft*. votes
against the bill. It was immediately
messaged to the house and aims read
there a second time under a suspen-
sion of the rules and referred to a
committee with privilege to report it
back at any time, so that the house
will probably act upon the measure
I before adjournment.
Misery Loves Company.
Paducah, from. present indications,
expects a repetition of the 1904 stage
of river when the burg was in terror
of being swept off the state of Ken-
tucky. In fact. according to Weather
Obsrver William Borneman, of Padtt-
cat. the conditions are worse This
6 year than in loos. The Paducah
4 Squaavis will be compelled to use
Volley boats to reach Wallace Park,
which wilt he-Elevated on stilts. Talk
about Tadpoles. hey ?.—Cairo Bulletin.
Glad hand and Key to Town.
A number of Mattoon tato are
planning to run down to Cairo Sun-
day, Way 6, when the Hyphens open
ep there and get a line on their favor-
ites.—Mattoon Star.
A cordial invitation is extended to
-the Mattoon fans to conic to Cairo.
The town will be thrown opety to
them. Never mind the jollying in
the press as you'll find us ready to
stxtend the glad hand. Every visiting
club will be tfeated cleverly—no rew-
inding goes—a fair field-with to far-
era and let the best tearrt win on its
tiWeritts—Cairo Bunten.
•••••••••••••••...
now to Run Bases.
(By Arthur Devlin.) •
Watch ,t.he pitcher carefully. A
good start ,lepends upon knowing his
preliminary Motione. Tell the coach
*to to keepsyou posted on what the first
baseman is doing an don't try to
bother about ysurief. When you
ke up your mind to try for second
be ready to, stirt on your toes and
don't be caught off balance. If you
are, the catcher's throw will almost
certainly beat you out. Slide behind
the baseman, not in front of him,
where he can touch you. If he has
to reach for you, your chance to get
the base is as good as his to touch
you out.
- Playing $econd
lry v :' Gc7t.)
Remember that the zetcond base-
man is sort of a right field shortstop
and baseman combined'. Don't hug
the base too close. If you do there
is many a grounder which will dance
out to right field which you should
have stopped. Play well out. Hard
hit balls are apt to get away before
you can get up to them if you keep
on the line. When the first baseman
goes after a bunt hit don't forget that
it is your business to cover first while
the shortstop will look after second
base. Above everything learn, to be
speedy on double plays. A slow sec-
ond baseman will stop many a chance
for a double and give a life to a team
which would otherwise be beaten.
They Have to Chew.
'At the meeting of the directors
Wlednesday evening it was decided
that the remaining money contribut-
ed should all be collected next weds
Frank Belt and John Boland will
take up the work of collecting the re-
maining money the first of the week.
If those who have placed their names
on the list will be ready when they
call it will be a great favor, as the
money will be needed to &desk the
expenses of the men during the pr.:-
liminary practice, when the associa-
tion must pay the players' board bills
as long as they are under contract.—
Courier-Jacksonville.
"Toad" Ramsey Great Player.
The passing of Thomas P. ('Toad')
Ramsey removes from life's activi-
ties one of the great pioneers of base-
ball. In his day Ramsey was by far
the greatest,, left-hander in the busi-
ness. He developed the "drop" ball
and evolved the "fade-away," that
elusive slant which differs only from
the crossfire in that it breaks exactly
over the center of the plate.
Mlany incidents are related of Ram-
sey's eccentricities. In the 8o's
"Toad" was the star of the old
Loubrville Nationals, regularly pitch-
ing them to victory over their op-
ponents.
One day at Providence, Ramsey
was opposed by Radbourne, who was
then in his height of success and had
landed two penants for the Clam
Eaters. Ned Swartwood. as fine an
umpire as ever officiated at a diamond
mix-up, was calling balls and strikes
Swartwood had gotten several hard
raps on the shins, and, as he was
never overmeady on his pins, he suf-
fered intensely. Grit all through
though, he continued in the game,
but his temper wee worn to rags.
"Toad" came ambling up to the plate
for his usual bat-swinging stunt along
about the seventh inning. Swart-
wood called him out on strikes.
Ramsey had the habit of going
around behind the umpire on hie re-
turn to the bench. In doing so he
trailed his melt across Swartwood's
tender calves.
"I fine you ten dollars!" shouted
his enraged victim.
"Oh, that's all right, old boy," re-
plied Ramsey, unabaShed; "here's a
plaster for your bumps;" and pulling
out a roll large entomb to choke a
horse, "Toad" peeled off a tenner and
paid his fine on the spot.
Ramsey was a liberal, fret-handed
player, and, although he made good
money for his tithe, he saved little
The sporting fraternity has voted
him a niche in the baseball hall of
fame, along with Brouthers, Ansen,
O'Rourke, Welch, Radbourne,Brown-
ing, Fogarty, 43uckley and others of
the old guard—Louisville Times.
$p' Nut r Musk:
"Demi 'ar poetical genlemen in de
books infawm us of de sweetness of
de song of de nightingale, or some
sit+ a varmint," ruminatingly said
old Brother Quackenttoss, "and we
yeahs tall of de soothin' sound of de
patter on • • shingles, of de musical-
ity of de little flowers eh 'skippin'
over hill and dale, of de chimin' of de
weddin' hells, and de sound of de
sarrynade steaiin' th'oo de mushy
darkness across de lake, and all sich
as dat; hut to a common, disinte-
grated posson like muhsel de most
indigenous mimic in de whole eats-
plasm am de sweet, loticious, silent
metier* of de watahraillion uh'rip-
enite on de vine, and de 'Choogl
Ploog! B-m-m-morom'choogr of de
circus rumbte-wagons pompouttin'
th'oo de gray of de insernin' on dem
way to de show grounds. Dem two
sottetrousaesses has got all udder
kinds of muSic heat funi a mile to a
mile and a quawtab! Yassah!"
Mirs. Aaron Hurley is visiting her
mother in joppa, m.
Lawyer Thomas. Crice has returned
front St. Louis.
Lawyer Charles Grassham has
returned from Cairo.




Australia Is to Follow the Examples
of the United States andOUT.
Russia.IN SIZE.
Clothes on Sale Show Surprising In-
crease in Height — Causes of
Change Are Not Yet Ex-
plained.
It is a little curious that the sci-
entists and statisticians are not on
hand with records and explanations
at a striking fact too patent now to be
gainsaid or ignored, namely, the in-
creasing size of the younger genera-
tion of women. Evidences of such in-
crease are to be found everywhere and
While the records referred to above
are not yet made public, there is still
testimony of an official sort in the
statements of the manufacturers and
u.ms clothing. By these
statements the young woman of the
moment is taller and of greater weight
than she of a few years ago, and the
difference is sufficient to have affected
the clothing trade.
"For years," says the manager of a
large Shop on State street, "the long-
est skirt carried in our stock—or, soi
far as j know, in any in this city—
measured 42 inches. If longer were
needed the suit had to be made to or-
der. Now we carry ready-made skirts
of 44 inches and we sell 'em, too."
Increased stature is, fortunately, not
the 01119 Mill made by woman. She is
heavier and plumper in proportion.
Underclothes are larger, and the signs
to be seen in some shops, "Extra 817.0
undergarments," would seem to indi-
cate that the growth continues from
day to day. In ceases whore an exact
large size wanted cannot be found (10
stock, it can now be made at short
notice and small extra cost. Formerly
the reply to such a demand used to be:
"We haven't got IL" With this gen-
eral growth has come also an increase
In the size of legs, and hosiery for
women of neatly ail grades is now
larger and many shops carry what are
called "ouL-alsos." Aid even fast have
kept pace with the change. Regard-
less of the old-fashioned ideas of fem-
inine pulchritude, Dame Natare has
decreed that the new woman shall
have sufficient of toe wherewithal to
stand upon, and shoes are larger. A
fashionable dealer says he carries No.
9's in his regular stock now and that
7's and Wit aft called for eminently.
These big new women are all young,
and if they were seen only on the
stage or in similar places where it is
a case of selection, the phenomenon
might have no importance, but they
are seen everywhere. The current
crop of schoolgirls seems larger this
year; the newer girls in the shops and
the girls mho are in their first season
at long skirts are larger than those of
older date. Whether the increase-
bolds good as bell for the country
crop as for that of the city no ob-
server has been found to testify.
As for the cause of the gronth, all
the evidence is yet to be brought for-
ward. There are suggestions, of
course, but they are all of a self-Inter.
ested kind. Thus the physical cal-
turist smiles in a superior way and
says there can, of course, be no doubt
that the increase la wholly due to
woman's appearance in the gymna-
sium and on the athletic field. •That'e
a pretty reasonable argument, too, but
the clothing manufacturers and the
designees of women's clothes say the
clangs Is due to a more healthy and
rational style of dress, which permits
of growth and eximasion, while the
advocate of woman's right to work
maintains stoetly that the entrance of
the sea into fields of labor hitherto
filled by men is sufficient to account
for the matter.
Incidentally it is worth noting that
while ths average man is increasing
in sire—a fact also attested by the
clothing trades—he Is not keeping
pace with women, and there may be
something more- than pleasant irony
In the prediction of the pessimist that
unless the man of the future shall in
bent something of physical size and
strength from his enormous mother he
will be a pigmy.
Pond of Horses.
"It is rat generally known." said the
driver of a patrol wagon, "that many of
the residents living near patrol and fire
stations take as great an interest in
the horses as we do, and I think it will
be conceded that we all love our horses.
Prominent men and women bring all
kinds of fruits and delicacies for the
-110111eN: ittrrr Boon ibt hrtretertentre
know them, and about the hour they are
In the habit of calling the horses are on
the lookout. Horses are very fond of
apples and loaf sugar. A physician !iv.
het adjacent to our station has, for sev
eral years, called at the stable and
brought a big apple for each horse. ide
calls about seven o'clock each morning.
and if he chances to be a few minute,
late the horses neigh and become rest-
less. If we are out on a trip et the time
the doctor calls he leaves the apples
and although they are 1...nuties, there
la not a-men in the Rect.!: vho would
eat one of them. so anxious is every one
that the horses should hot be deprived
of the fruit."—Chicago Inter Ocean,
Ito Gees Out,
"That's a pretty swell smoking Jacket
you've got on." said the caller.
"Seetailng jacket?" replied Henpeck,
"why this Is my house coat."
"Well, ;hard the same Using—"
eggan, t kilns ft Isn't the Milne thing,
not in this hones. When 1 want to
smoke I have to put on my overeoat.e_
Phil a,d e I phi a Press,
Out of • .lob.
"Hello!" exclaimed the first traveling
%Ian "still in your ofd line, I suppose,"
"No." replied the other.
"No? What are you tart
111Ad Iiiiiii"z-JVadelPhis Pram
.The Australian commonwealth, tak-
ing a leaf from the history of the
United States, has decided to build a
new capital which shall be free from
the influences of either of the great
sections. It will build the capital lit-
erally from the ground up and has
selected a site not far from the pretty
village of Dalgety, on the Snowy river.
Dalgety might have slumbered in pas-
toral obscurity for the next hundred
years but for the assumed necessity of
Australia to have a capital in a place
which nature had designed for a vil-
lage. It is 30 miles from the nearest
railroad station and even when that
distance is spanned by the iron way
still turtluar connection* must be built
to link it with the Main Victorian sy:i-
tem. Henry Stead, in the Independent,
estimated that cost of the railroad con-
striction entailed will be $8.300,000
and that water supply, public build-
ings and land purchase will carry the
total of the expenditures for the new
capital up to $28,000,000. After the
city is built it will be a Purely hill.
&dal capital, just as Washington is,
but it will have a very much smaller
population, the assumption being that
It will not exceed 60,000.
An artificial capital, one created by
fiat as a result of a compromise be-
tween rival sections or decreed by as-
sumed political necessity is an experi-
ment under the best clnemnstances and
usually falls short of bang a metrop-
olis. Washington and St. Petersburs
are °wimples. Washington Ii 01111191)
the seat of the federal government;
nothing more. It has disappointed the
elgeetations of its founders that it
would become an emporium, a busy
mart, a port, a city that should be an
Illustration in Itse:f of all the activi-
ties of a great and busy country.
Beauty It has, but business It has not.
In population it is far below many
cities that we are wont to think of as
In our second or possibly our third
class.
St. Petersburg, on the other hand.
hada far outstripped the old capital in
populatlisn, having 1,313,300 inhabit-
ants, to Moscow's 1,092,360 by the lat-
est census. St. Petersburg is really a
great port, commanding a heavy sea- '
borne trade, but, in fact, it only di-










WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALVES IN WALLPA-
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE' HAVE TO
OFFER YOU. ri,•••••• 11••• .11, Orli a.. -a .• .
For the next few days Wallpa\-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at ao xents per roll, we will sell for
isc per roll.
.. Paper usually sold at zoc we will
sell for 8c.
....Paper usually sold at 8c we will
sell at sc.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
. and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
vides the honors of the capital with
Moscow. The latter has the greater
hold on the affections and traditions
et Russia. It has a prestige which
Peter the Great could not undermine
It is the capital of the Russian heart
Napoleon was right when be held that.
Moscow was the capital to be tame.,
by an invader of Russia.
Australia has one advantage which
neither the United States nor Russia
enjoyed ,when they created their arti-
ficial capitals. Its areii is fixed and
detarmised. The capital will always
bear the same geographical relation to
every Australian region that it will 
I
have in the beginning. In this coun-
try the capital is conveniently situated
to only a very small section. The
United States have expanded into re-
gions that the founders of Washington
thought would be wildernesses for
many generations to come. Si.nilarly
Russia has grown so far and so fast
that St. Petersburg is in a corner very
remote to provinces that are populous
and progressive, in regions that were
not even Russian when Peter the Great
began to drive the piles for the foun-
dations of his capital.
SUBWAY HURTS CABBIES.
Theater Trade That Ones Went to
New York .Tebua Now
Goes to Cars.
guess the difference the
subway 
never
humade in our business," said
the oldtlme night cab driver, according
to the New York Bun. "I should say that
night fares from the theater district and
Broadway have fallen off one-fourth
since last December.
"It used to be that a man in evening
clothes, especially If accompanied by it
woman wearing garments easily soiled,
would hesitate before crowding Into a
surface car. As for walking from Broad
way to one of the elevated roads, that
was aimost out of the question. The re
suit was that the great majority of thee
ter and opera patrons who could raise
the price went home in carriages.
"Now it's different. After the theatet
the crowds walk to the restaurants tot
lunch, then they drift along to the sub-
way-entrance at Forty-secondstreet-em,
Broadway or at the nrand Central.
"Men and woman who would scorr
the elevated or surface oars when It
evening dress do not balk at the subway.
They find the stations and cars generally
clean and roomy, and when they get up
town where tiolre is no one to see then
thew do not mind walking a few blocks
to save a cablare.
"Our greatest loss Is in Brooklyn pa
trona. It used to be almost a sure
thing that we'd get a bunch of Brooklyr
people down as far as the Bridge at least.
Then the Brooklyn people had to tato
a crosstown oar or walk half way acrost
the town at one end or the other to ge.
an elevated train.
'Now the suIrway takes them right te
the Bridge entrance. Why, now one can
go from Forty-second street clear to tht
outskirts of Brooklyn without going
from under shelter If the weather is bad
"Irit going to be still worse for Um
when they get the subway running un-
der the river"
Hospitable.
Policeman (to trainp)—I want your
name and address.
Tramp (sarcastleally)-0b, yet do, do
yet? Well, me naMe is John Smith, an'
Me address is Number One, the open air. 4u
If yaw call on me don't troable ter knock,
but Ott INA inssa. _
1111111.1.110111111012‘111111
C. LEE, 315 hay.
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,CENTA6L~arEasicil"estligrAkit Iiiirrias"Varwutirase aryls%
MUM say otber sissniketarer or dealer to the world.
N L Y
tts.,50 Per $ .80  $4 8 0
TO Int
•
DO 110T BUY A DIOYOLEat any es=
Of ON lied *Ms, and' have received our complete From
and every MOO hightrode and low-grade
and latest atodale. and Warn of our remarkable LOW
sew OMNI MAO lantsible by selling from factory
with so w peseta.
Mai" nitsilinart make :itirr It= tPay .7h iTittatotah7!
home hi the world will do. You will learn everything and get much valu-
able information by simply writing us • postal.
42 make money to tabletins who apply at once.
We need a in every town and can offer an opportunity
OA PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES °
Wó wirrliz,irchli TACK$SUMingesLAIU
(CASH WITH OPIDEN 1114.56)
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of is years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TUS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
be vulcanized like any other tire.
Two Readied Tbessaall pairs new le actual me. Ow
ilessatplise Tbenee0 Palo bbid Ind
•
IFTrroriR
Notice the thick robber tread
"A" and paneture strips "it"
and "fr." also rim ate* ..111••
Ito prevent rim cutting. This
tiro will outlast any other
amnike--1401T, SLAPITIC and
EASY RIDING. •
Ida& is all sizes. It is lively and easy riding, very durable and lined inside
a of rubber, which never becomes porous end which closes up small punctures
without the sir to esespe. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
that their harojeady bees pum up or twice in a whole season. They weigh no more than
an Um penctore bah* given by several layers of thin, specially
:WIto es tbabirsd. That
hi overman, by the tent " et Weave" 1010 which prevents an air from
Stlakdt" somiatios commonly felt when riding on as=
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Pt Itegister till:Ming, 523 Broadway..
gAmEs E. wrmickm, Preiddent.
• ,10H+1 WILHELM, Tressarer.
IROBgRT B. wrumm. Secretary.
Entered at the ptititOSice, of tit*
tab, Hy., as second-clips mail matter..
One Year 
Six Months  ,s.as
Three Menthe las
One Week    zo
-
Anyone failing ae missive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland pd.
-t
Tuesday Morning,- April 3, tea&
When a public official makes•an
havg.'
on electricty to a fair profit upon TOOK up OUTFIT
the capital actssally invested./
Or,
You can take the shortest and best
route and own your own plant.
Wore than a year ago the legisla- ANIMAI. BROKE AWAY-theof Tennessee commanded the
thy tounail to immediately build and
operate a lighting plant for the bene-
fit of the people. •
Not an inch of prigress has been
made up to effils time toward carry-
ing out this command.
A False Publication.
The statement published in yes-
terday's Sun that the Register
Newspaper company paid to Mark
Worten, attorney for Elden Stone •
$37.50 in that case against this comet
pany is utterly false. This com-
pany six months ago appealed the
case, paid for the record and paid
its attorneys in full for services in
that case to its final disposition.,
Owing to a vast amount of business
the attorneys overlooked the date
and out of their own pockets paid
the bill, fact which Worten knew
yet either that fellow or the Sun
would lead the people into believing
that this company had to pay him
or any of his kind of clients a -sum I
of money. None of that gentry has I
ever gotten to finger a cent of The
Register's money. We have been
informed that Worten has 'mated,
that the suits be brought against
The Register waabilke put them to
expeftse and annoyance, which is
about his true caliber but in this
instance the technical oversight will
not cost The Register one cent.
BENEFIT' OF COMPETITION
.....•=•••••••10
Mr. Atherton's Statement Regard-
ing Reduced Cost of Lighting
•,in Louisville.
It is now only a matter of time
before the city light plant will be
enlarged sufficiently to 'furnish all
the street lights needed in the city.
The lower hoard of the general
council last night authorized the
neccessary expenditure for addi-
tional machinery.
Private and Public Ownership.
A writer in the .Memphis News-
Scimitar •Sunday gives a few figures
on thkcor proclinaion of both gas
and electricity, and AI° w s the enop.
mous ;profits that exist in the sale of••the ,p
•
ullic nicessities, and which
could ipa...saved 'under municipal own-.
ership.,.T.the article referred to is as
- • •
iirni4Sfie of the cities
group4 &Ala department in
the Memphis' class of American cities;
Syracuse rises OS and electricity for
lighting purposes.. An investigatiogi
has bsr iinderv4 that city rela-
tive to tlfr'fifire clutrird the people
for lights.
It has a direa 05 your
light lill
In)tteisf6efa1l telpoort to the State
Gas 'Ilt Electric.ity Commission, the
l*hting, corporatioa_ Q.L Syracuse.
gives. these Nodes là the cost of Sunday night 9 o'cloilemaking and distributing light: Diputy .County Jailer MurrayGas, per 1,000 f4et. . a . 59.07C
Powell was awakened ac. the jail byElectricity, per kilowatt....2.68c'
It is stated that, allowing for de-
predation, interest and all items,
electtic current can be made and dis-
tributed at 4 cents.
Now figure your own bill—
You pay 
You could. pay., .  4c volves the cell So as to get too Hale,
You contribute 7 cents for the priv- when the other prisoners grabbed
Mr. Peter Lee Atherton inid to
The Times today.:
"The .prOposition of ' OA Louis-
Ville Lighting company to reduce
their prices for electricity so the
general public to figure Iona, or
fifty per cent. below the prices
Which they are now charging, and
have been charging for several
yeats past, sets forth more forcibly
than any argument we could possi-
bly make the great advantage so
far as the public is concerned of
competition.
"While improvements are being
constantly made in machinery for
reducing electricity, yet nothing in
this line has been brought out in
the last year that cuts the cost of
production of electricity half in 
The cost of coal has been about-die
same for the last few years. No
other reason but the fear of com-
petition can be given by the Light-
ing company at this time for their
proposal to cut general prices half
in two and reduce their prices for
public arc lights from $84 per year
to $6o or $65. If customers of any
merchant in the city of Louisville
were told openly by this merchant
himself that he had been charging
them 5o per cent. more for their
goods than the price at which he
could afford to sell these goods and
still have a reasonable profit, how
long do you think this merchant
would continue to have any cus-
tomers,provided there was a chance
for them to trade with anyone else?
The Louisville Lighting company is
a corplation furnishing to the
citizens of Louisville one of, we
might almost say tile necessities of
life; certainiy one, of the comforts
and conveniences' of life that any
modern, growing city must have at
a reasonable price. We all know
what happened when the devil got
very sick, and we all know what
happened when the devil goti well
The officials of the Lighting com-
pany have seen fit to charge the
promoters of the new franchise
with bad faith, in that they have
inserted fake provisions in their
new ordinantak and•that while this
ordinance promised much, it might
perform very little. In reply to this
I would .like to state that every
'promise' in the new ordinance will
be carried into actual effect if the
franchise is secured by the new
company. To illustrate: Oqe mile
of actual mains and wires for con -
*eying steam heat and electric ser-
vice will actually be put under the
ground within the specified twelve
moritha; not, Is the president of the
Lighting company suggests, 'a few
hundred yards of pipe with enough
wire doubled up in it to measure
out a mile.'
'"While this matter of 'promises'
le under discussion is it not perti-.
nent to ask what tliere is in the
record of any corporation which
openly confesses that they have
beck, charging twice as much -is
they should have charged, and as
they will charge in the future if all
danger of competition is killed--
what is there . in the record of such
a corpizration that would entitle
their 'pFt-nnises' to any great amount




• ilege of having your midge a bene-
ficent private lighting corporation,
owned by the system.
All of the generosity of your soul
is capitalized into watered stock,
which does not represent the value
of the plant, or the money required
to install and operate it, but which
represents what principal you can be
required to pay interest upon under
private ownership.
The capitaliption represents the
aggregate percentage of Sucker that
exists in all human beings in this
community. The -figures show that
you are sucker to the extent of more
than half of your electric lighting
bill.
One of two ways exists for reform-
ing your sucker proclivities:
You can by law limit the charges
DIDN'T WORK.
••••••••••1••••
Prisoners • At County Jail





lotid yells from inside where the
prisoners are kept. He started to
go in and was informed that Bigger
Hale, colored, had taken morphine
with suicidal attempt. The deputy
began turning the crank that re-
the stationary bars and tried to
hold things so all could get out.
The deputy saw a jail delivery was
attempted, so secured things and
summoned Jailer Faker who had
Dr. Pendley to examine Hale. It
was found he had taken nothing,
and that the ruse was one to get
the deputy inside and overpower
hint.
• Went On Warpath.
HIllifbn Starks, colored, was
erresfed yesterday inornio,k on the
wharfboat by Officers Terrell and
Matlock. The negro was employed
as a roustabout on the Joe Fowler,
and suddenly we6t on the waritath,
cursing and abusing everybody,' tm-
til taken up by the patrolmen.
FltOM
IN FRONT OF D. SAN'-
DERS'S HOME
Detective Moore in Charge While
Lieutenant Potter a Sicia-,
Police Arrents.
Last night a4atutt
attached to a MIK"
rambled by tile, Antall
stable a Third and Wash
and was taken up by the I try at-
taches who found some ladies hats
inside the rig, while the biftst-bad
broken one line. The liver-y.0in noti-
fied Detective Moore of the police
force of the outfit being taken up,
but the owner was shortly found in
Dr, Lilliard Sanders who te.ienhoned
to police headquarters asking that
the horse and surrey be looked for
He was informed where it was sad
went after same. The animal was
left standing in front of Isis•herrie and
broke away from the hitifilatieitost.. .
Bicycle Stolen..
Clyde Cooper, a int-sserigeeboy fqr.
the Postal Telegraph offiOtrlhae his
wheel stolen from in front or the
office at Second and Broadway last
evening. Someone took it while he
was inside the building after a mes-
sage he was to deliver.
Patrol Changes.
Chief James Collins has again
changed the patrolmen of different
beats, assigning the men as follows;
Officers Aaron Hurley and Henry
Singery, depot beat; William
Rogers and Wm. Johnson, Broad-
way beat; Mike Dugan and. John
Hessian, South Third street; Sam
;Beadles and E. H. Cross, north side
and Rowlandtown; Emil Gotrrieux









limmoral. I claim that it was
and that it was criminal."
Arguments in the habeas
proceedings were made before
tice Greenbaum in the state
Claim Notice. •
McCracken Circuit court; Katie
Walbert, etc., Puffs., agt. Equity,
veri)s kobert E. Walbert, etc.,
Defts. •
°ordered that this action be re-
ferred to Cecil Reed, master
comniissioner of this court, t?take
proof of assets and diabiliti " of
the estate of James T. Wit) • de-
ceased, and all persons lying
claims against said estate a re-
quired to properly verify an file
the same, before said commissioher,
on or before the 16th day of May,
1906, or they will be forever
barred from asserting any . claim
against the assets in the hands of
the administrator or commiaaioner,
unadministered, and all persiitis are
hereby enjoined and restrained from
collecting their claims against said
estate except through thitt suit.
Ordered that this "order be pub-
lished in the 'Paducah Daily Regis-
ter as required by 4aw.
A copy attest:—
J. A. Miller, Clerk,
By W., C. Kidd, D. C.
. Drink "Oki Terrell" the pule "still
house" whiskey, for sale in quantities
of one quart or more at 417 Jeffer-
son street, city retail department.
400, $.2.5o and $3.00 per gallon. One
quart up.
GIFT IS CRIME.
Perkins Campaign Contribution. Is
Illegal, Says- Jerome.
District Attorney Jerome in argu-
ing in the habeas corpus proceed-
ings in the case of George W. Per-
kins, chari;m1 with the larceny of
$48,702 contributed by the New
York Life Insurance company to
the republican party, declared to
Justice Greenbaum that the pay-
ment was both illeoal and immoral
and consituted a crime.
'The— quesii7)1-1 - here," ht con-
tinued, "is as to the right :of Mr.
Perkins to pay the money of the
policy holders to a political organ-
ization for the purpose of4 influenc-
ing the results of certain political
matters at the polls This is very
far from being a case where there
an absence of moral guilt or
turpitude. Shall the officers of a
corporation or a single officer, say,
take the money of the policy hold-
ers, take your and my money, and
give it to a political party?, I say
that such an act is inherently wrong
whether it is prohibited by law or
not.
Immoral and Indecent.
"I say that it is contrary to pub-
lic policy, contrary to publi5„..n3oral-
ity and common decency. Half of
the policy holders may have been
democrats, and to take their money
to - assist the .cepublican patty cer-
tainly, goes to the establishment of
felonious inteet."
Justice Greenbaum asked: "If
you maintain that this was an
illegal act under what claesificatir
do you put it?"
Vt. Jerome replied: "I think tat





preme court. Decision was re-
served. Briefs will be filed Mon-
day by contending counsel and then
Justice Greenbaum will take the
matter of the legality of Mr. Per-
kins' arrest under advisement.
ORGANIZED BODIES.
New Scales of Wages Have Gond
Into Effect—Boilermakers
Now Here.
The bricklayers' unCons new con-
tract with the contractors went into
effect yesterday, it providing that for
the field year the masons are to get
$5.50 per day for eight hour* work.
The plumbers' new schedule of
wages became effective yesterday, it
raising to $4 per day for eight hours,
their scale of pay which has been
$350 the past year. The scale of the
carpenters expires tiny 1st and at
that time they will ask the contrac-
tors for a raise of from $2.50 a day
to Salto a day, and it is thought this
will be granted. All other unions of
the city have settled their wage mat-
ter.
The boilermakers' union of the
Louisville division for the t I. C. is
holding a meeting here at Central
Lobor Hall, revising their constitu-
tion and by-laws. There are eighteen
delegates attending from the division
and they will be here several days..
Harbor Vidous Dog.
Ora Reynolds and Lila Crawford
were yesterday warranted on the
charge of harboring a vicious dog
at their home on Burnett street.
They will be arraigned in the police
court this morning
Died of Pneumonia.
Mk. Samuel Sneed died Sunday at
1218 Tennessee street, after a short
illness with pneumonia.
The deceased was over forty-
seven years ago in Tennessee and
had resided here eight years. A
wife, three daughters and two sons








Three of Them Arrived at Different
Homes Here.
Mr. and' Mrs. Thomas Gleason, of
932 'Harrison street, have a new boy
baby
A new boy baby arrived Sunday ai
the home of M'r. and Mrs. Samuel
Adams of near the City on .the •MitY1
field road.
Mr. and Mrs. )dictris. of 121,9,
ble street, have a new boy baby.
LOCAL NEWS
—Many baseball fans were out rit
the park Sunday to see the game
scheduled, but it proved an April fp<il
joke, none being pulled off.
—While cutting grass Sunday at
his home, Dick Arabic, the bagel:41
pitcher, chopped off the end of his
first finger On the left hand.
—The Ben Billings printing hoe
is preparing to move from its old
stand to 122-124 Broadwya where
Foreman was before moving to
North Fourth.
—Coestable A. C. Shelton is out
after a two weeks illness* with' phett-
monia.
Mr. Joe Woods, formerly captain
of the police force, has been made
night watchman for The Palmer.
—Foreman G. Dunn, of the I. C.
pile driving crew, lost his $so watch
by dropping same into the river 'Sun
day at the foot 91 the Campbell St.
incline.
—Thousands were at Benton yes-
terday attending "Tater Day."
—Allan MicCurston, of sae South
Third, is laid up with a badly mashed
leg that got caught in The Palmer
freight elevator a few days ago.
The family of Mr. Wm. Walker
of 1013 South Third street, was quite
ill Sunday with ptomine poisoning,
caused by eating boiled custard. Ad-
ministered antidotes relieved their
condition that for a w • ue was seri-
ous.
Bicyclesimulicycles
1906 Models Ready for Inspection.
The "Tribune," I"Rambler," "Monarch"
and 'imperial"
,Lzazzai
Wheels are still in the lead. Before buying it will pay you to seethese fine models. We can save you money and offer them with the con-viction that they are the best Bicycles that Brain, Skill and capital canproduce. jri 
's'ilP 1.:, ee•le .We sell on easy payments. Large stock Tires, Pumps, Bails, Sundries,etc., at right prices.
"Old wheels taken in exchange." "Repair shop in full blast."
THE OLD RELIABLE.
WILLIAMS BICYCLE COMPANY,
rad and raft North Fifth Street, Next to Kentucky Theatre.
FINE SATIONERY FOR POLITE
CORRESPONDENCE
In Boxes or By the Pound.
The very latest designs in cloth finish paper with ...iashionable cut en-velopes to match. We are ma,..king extremely low Prices for the next30 days in order to introduce ' the new line which we have just putin stock.
Harbour's Book Department.Tickets Nos. 2827, 3138; 3101 were drawn last Friday. We will pay$1.00 for the first one of the above tickets brought to us. Betterconic and see the other numbers drawn out.
count up fast when you
spend. They count up the
' same way when you save.
Interest compounded at 4
per cent. will help you.
OPEN AN ACCOUNT TODAYand see how fast your money















Back of every Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands
The First American Life In-














Room 111, Fraternity Bide
C. MANNING SEARS, M. 0.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
TIME FLIES
BE mnsE AND GIZT A GOOD
CLOC1C-13r HAVE -YOUR PRES-
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST-
CLASS ORDER. WE DO THE.
FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR.
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS 
MODERATE. WE CARRY A














Water and Oil Colors,
Mottod and Calanderi
Framed right up to date in five min-










kakile her lowest for a sim:lar period.:
was 18.96o.
The weather conditions Were favor-
able. Shortly after the conclusion of
the run th• minor tests of turning,
stopping and full speed astern were
held and pronounced by the trial






Someone Tried to Burn Home of
Thornas Boswell Sunday.
an)4' 
isner,s Apt,earanci IN.' About 3 o'clock Sunday morning
tag Anxiously Awaited Hete-d away from his home at 417 Jackson
street, someone slipped inside an4
Pouring oil around a stove, set fire
to it, but passersby discovered the
lame and Summoned the depart-
ment wbich „put out Use blaze be-
fore more than a Uri- loss was pus-
tained.
gunday night fire broke out in a
closet at U: & Walston's home on
Eleventh and Jones streets, end
burned much family wearing 
ap. place.
pare!, before put out.
Power of Attorney.




red the webh power of attorney was granted W. 
House, Smithland, a leading hotel IF Paxton by W. I. Massie. '
that is owned by Mrs. Eva Webb of
Daughters of the Confederacy. 
mae that place. The contents were mostly




CH s strir.iN HAUER TRANS-
FERRED IT TO J. T.
JENKINS.
W. I. Mamie Conferred Power of
Attorney on W. F. Paxton—
Quarterly Court Went Over.
The Crescendo club will in
this afternoon with ..kiiss Virgi
Newell at her *Indio on N




enjoyed the Woodmen of
dance at the iltderlick hall zpiri






while Mg. Thomas Boswell was
sixth PROTRACTED
At the --WiltiOrtip.iffhippl build-
ing auditorium on West Broadway
tomorrow efternoon Miss Maun-
heimer, the Cincinnati artist, ap-
pears foe benefit - of the high school,
while in the evening at 'Temple
Isreal she entertains for benefit of
the Charity club.
Marry Today.
Today at Smithland Miss Anna
Lake Haynes and Dr. Lynn Adams
will be united in marriage.
Delphic Club.
This "morning Mrs. Stephen Wiley
of California will speak toi the
ladies of the Delphic at the library
building on Ninth and Broadway.
Her remarks will be ok an art
nature, she-having just returned
from a tour through Europe and
will display a number of foie pic-
tures taken while over there.
Marry at Cincinnati.
At Cincinnati tomorrow there will
be married Miss Nernie Gregg and
Mr. Russell Batcheller, both of that
place. The bride is the grand-
daughter of Ws. M. D. Harrison
of South Fifth near Clark street,
and niece of Mesdames George •0.
Hart and Henry Rankin of this
city.
Remembered Here.
Miss Nell McDonald and Mr. J.
G. Wklitney of DuBuque, Iowa, will
marry this afternoon in that city.
Both are pleasantly remembered
here by many as guests of the
house party given by the Messrs.
and Misses Rieke of Sixth and Ken-
tucky avenue last fall.
Meeting Postponed.
The °Daughters of the American
Revolution have changed to Saturday
the meeting they intended originally
to hold next Friday with Mrs. A. S.




New Jersey Takes Rank at Head of
All American Built War Vessels _
The plyffOrmance today of the bat-
tleship New Jersey in maintaining a
speed of 19.18 Knots an hour in a four
hour endtuance run off the New Eng-,
land coast, coupled with her remark-
ab e speed yesterday ovtr a measure
mile at Rockland, Me., at a 19.03 knot
an hour gait, places this product of
the Fore River Shipbuilding Com-
pany at the head of all American-
built battleships, so far as speed is
concerned.
It was ascertained yesterday on
her standirdization trial off Roele-
-hurd-tintriff avetage revoruiroirSsif
her propellers of eite.53 a minute wa.
sufficient to drise me 15,000-ton bat-
tleship through the water at her con-
tract speed of ni,neteen knots an hour.
Today her average revolutint per
minute reached 126,297,- and from
these figures the trial board announc-
ed that she had made an average of
19.18 knots an tour, compared with19.01 made by the Rhode Islaisd. and
19 by the Virginia. sister ships, at
their Vial a few' months ago.
At one time today the New Jer-
sey's speed reached 19.978 knots an
hour for a petiod of fifteen fhinutes,
We inve any style you
want, or will make
it for you.
MEETINGS
REV. CULPEPPER AND SON
HAVE ARRIVED FROM
MISSISSIPPI.
Committee of First Baptist Church
Held a Meeting Yesterday—
Echoes from Pulpits.
Rev. J. B. Culpepper and son ,of
Iuka, Miss., arrived Mrs Sunday to
assist Rev. T. J. Newell in the pro-
tracted meeting being nducted at
the Broadway keethbfsep gehurch..
The outline for the preaching has
been arranged and this morning Rev.
Culpepper will occupy the pulpit at
so•o'cloek, whili this afternoon at 4
o'clock the younger Kr. Culpepper
will speak to the young people at t>e
chard'. Tonight at 7:3o &clock Rev.
Cu.pipper preaches again. Both he
and his son are versatile and able
Christian workers and prospects are
for a very successful meeting, super-
vised by the earnest pastor.
Considering Pastor.
Yesterday afternoon at the office
of Mr. John-R.•Paryear, in the post-
office building, a meeting was held
by the deacons and others of iii:
First Baptist church committee se-
lected. for the Purpose of calling a
pastor to take charge of the congre-
gation. The corennittee has a num-
ber of divines under consideration,
and much correspondence is now be-
ing carried on with them. It will .'be
*week or two before- anyone is
chosen for the place, and the com-
mittee does not divulge whom they
have in mind until the choicc is
made.
Second Baptist Revivals.
Rey. E. B. Farrar,, of Loindarille,
ceinti:tues drawing large crowd* by
his strong sermons at the Second
Baptist church, as each evening the
house is filled and much is being ac-
complished.
Beautiful Sunday.
Last Sunday was the first beauti-
ful spring-like .day of the year, and
as a result the churches were crowd-
ed with immense congregations to
hear the sermons. 
V.
Shon Services.
._Acv.  E. H.. .c.unAnglum--and-.
.E. B. Farrar of the Second Baptist
church revivals gest,. a tristake has
crept into the papers by the publica-
tion that the noon day services at
the Illinois Central shops had been
discontinued. This is wrong, as th:
preaching is being held at the shops
every noon., and will be continued in-
definitely. At the Second church each
afternoon and evening the sermons
continue drawing large crowds, and
much good is being accomplished,
there being five 'conversions last
bight while some have been made
every service since the gathering
:hafted nine days ago.
Yesterday in the .county clerk's
office there was transferred the,
state whiskey license of Chris'
Steinhauer to J. T. Jenkins, the'
latter having bought 'the other's
Property dd.
Land lying about Woodville was
sold by A. H Massa to Charles
NEW TELEPHONE
SUBSCRIBERS.
List of new subscribers added by
the East Tennessee Telephone com-
pany today:
1904—Keithley, D.E., res., 426 S. 3d.
2408-1Iarrison, Annie, res., R. F. D.
No. 2.
1156-I—Grief, Adrain; res., enton
road,
1906.--Giry, Joe, res., 907 S. Third.
17p-it—Carroll, A. B., saloon, and &
Kentucky ave.
Like other commodities, teleplxrat
service Should be paid according to
its value.
We have ja„ The eity about 2,8o0
subscribers or lweWasesimi many as
the Ipd-peedent Co. outside the city
alb4. wilhin '6511ati we have 63
tiaceAs.rpany inteserft.ters as the In-
drpenderit. e..or ,:Yet'V-re will place a
It'Ptootte in your residence at the
same rate the. independent Co. is
summed to charge and provide in
addition, long distance facilities
will enable you to reach fifty
n people fom your home. Call
300 for further information.
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
COMPANY.
Hawthorne for Paco, and the deed
lodged for record yesterday 
withRock, Rye
thc county clerk.. Land in the
coeaty was sold to Moses M. Ayers
by M. D. Rudolph for $245.
Licensed To Marry.
E. Custer Fritts, aged 30 of N,f3A,
Liberty, Ill., and M. Dora Arm7
brecht, aged 29 of Golconda, Ill.,
were granted a license to marry.
The clerk also issued a wedding
to Juner Lindsey, aged 39 of Jack-
son county, Illinois, and Mary E.
Sharp, aged 41 of Williamson
county, Illinois.
Quarterly Court.
Judge Lightfoot convened guar.
terly court yesterday, but postponed
everything until the last of the
week as the fiscal tribunal today
starts a several days session, over
which Judge Lightfoot has to pre-
side.
THE PENNSYLVANIA
Cannot, if it Would Buy, Controt of
L. & N. .
New York, April 1.—Local inter-
ests identified with the Pennsylvania
discredit the report that the, •com-
pany is•seeking to acquire control of
the Louisville &Nashville. It will be
recalled that many years ago the
Pennsylvania held a considerable in-
terest in Louisville Sr Nashville stock
but it has'been long since practically
eliminate
Bankerf 'familiar with the situation
point out that even if the Pennsyl-
vania desired to acquire the controll-
ing interest in the 'Louisville & Nash-
ville, such a thing would be very dif-
ficult if, not obsolutely impossible to
obtain.
It is also pointed out that the At-
lantic Coast Line now has absolute
control of LouisiOle & Nashville,
sad it is known that control could not
be bought. except at such a figure as
Might be regarded ;as prohibitive by
any other corporation.
The earning capacity of the Louis-
ville & Nashville, 'as it has developed
in recent years, is of such enornums
proportions that leading interests in
the property would not part with
holdngs for a figure much
above the current market price. As
is well known, an increased dividend
on Louisville & Nashville stock
would be just'fied at any time, and
large stockholders atc confident that
tif ate will be advanced above 6 per
ibefore a grgat while.
Buy "Old Terrell" the pure "still
house" erhiskey, for sale at 417 Jef-
hazson street, at $2.00, $2.50 and boo









OFFICES: Benton. Ky., Emu. bash
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
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Not a drink, but a seasonable prep
aration especially adapted for cough.
and colds accompanied by fever as in
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable.
50e and 51. Bottles.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.




•'Will be keenly appreciated
aiter a trial by people who suf-
fer from hradaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail' to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF







EDGAR W. WHITTE ORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL MITA ne.. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM), EMSMONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR -INVESTMENT. IVISTERNKENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT. ocu-sai.
CDG "Q W. WilitrzT4101LC. Pqmitiosti a•
INSURE WITH---mit
4melel














for Sick and Injured Only.
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHONE 699.
NEW PHONE 334 PADUCAH, KY.
Next to WashingOishos
The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of theseveral fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-duce. Unless, of course, you own a „Litz=
Hot Water or Steam System
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the livingrooms. Estimates free.
Ed D. Hannan
Both Phones Sot. 132 South Fourth St., 325 Kentucky kienoe.
All Ithtds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THia: MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble Granite
Works.Stone r:








EVERY P-A I R GUARANTEED
We Make Shoes to Order
309 Broadway, - - Paducah, Ky.
-
RETAIL, DE PA RTM ENT
Paducah Saddlery Company
Incorporated. '




We have any style you





Vawarranted Attacks Upon Rem-
edies of the "Patent"
Variety.
It has been cherged by one or two
eastern magazines that "patent" tiled-
(clots are injuring those who use
theta, and, as these statements are to
be eved as arguments for the passage,
.at the liext legislative session, of laws
'prohibiting the sale of these mediteues,
the figures of a Cuicago statisticaan
aet of unusual interEAL and imeur-
te.ice. • - • -
.hat less than one-twentle,h as
neely persoes are hijured by the use
oi all "patent" medicines, ot whice it
leis been pcsailee to learn the trade
name, or the name of the mauteac-
tuna, as are injured by carbolic aad
a:oee, is one of the facts proven. Car-
beiic atid in never mentioned in- ttee
&Leeks, probably for the reason that
tt Is exclusively employed In medica-
tloh by the regular "achools of - med-
icine ' and dues flat cuter Lao corneae-
tine with there., as to we "pateat"
meuicines.
The compilation covers 697 cases,
repotted in the newspapers of the
country rIn-ing the period betweeu
June z5 and AUrember 1. As the serv-
ices of nunierous press clipping bu-
reaus were engaged to furelsa clip-
plugs of caste of poisoning, there Ls
reasonable assurance that every poi-
soning else Edit has occurred has en-
tered into the compilation.
None o the hca..ie3 is a case of
suicide, ur attempted suicide, or a case
wherein a erug or poison was used
with crizedeal inteat The cases er.1
those a puieoulug by the use or r. .
dental mienee at medicines, dr
poisons, a..d death and injury L,
practice. Of thee cases 293
fatal; .4- beteg ndults and lei
drea.
La 40 e,1132S of allcg,ed malerastiee,
11 were .a.al ariu Si involved criminal
operat:e..s. six cases involving
eps.teue• rcediciees, the trade name of
which could i.e ',earned after diligent
inquiry, five were Intel. }bur were
cases whet overaoses were taken; two
were mem§ where the medicines had
been carelessly left within the reach
of children who, childlike, ate or drane
the contents of the package. There is
sot a recorded case where injury was
caused by use, accordir.g to directions,
of "patent" mediciers, but there are
recorded cases u here prescript:ous
have been written or fillee wrong.
In 212 of the 637 cases the wrong
medicine was taken, o: poison was
taken in mistake for medicine. In 208
cases bottles e‘ec ieit within the reaca
of children, and in 96 cases overdose*
were taken by mistake.
Carbolic acid figures In 141 of the
cases, or in one case in every five. It
was fatal in 62 cases. Of these fatal
cases 33 were adults and 20 children.
It was administered by mistake of
slurries three times.
Morphine ranked second with 66
cases, 4rof which were fetal; 38 adults
and eight children. It was taken by
mistake six times, and left within the
reach of children 20 times. Overdoses
were taken 40 times, 23 of the persons
Included in the 40 being habitues. It
was administered, direct, by a physi-
cian once, was administered to a
child by an older child once, and ad-
ministered by a medical student three
times.
Laudanum ranks third with 43 cases;
16 fatal; 12 adults and four children.
It was taken by mestake 16 times, left
where children could get it ten times,
and overdoses were taken 17 times.
Strychnine ranks fourth with 24
cases; 15 fa h& five to adults and ten
to children. Tt was taken by mistake
seven times; left In reach of children
Ii. times and administered by mistake
of parent once.
Ammonia ranks fifth with 14 cases;
none fetal. It was taken by mistake
for medicine ten times and left within
the reach of children four times.
Three deaths were caused by the use
of bay rum as a beverage. Nine deaths
were caused by the use of Florida wa-
ter as a beverage.
Lye was taken by mistake for med-
icine five times, and was taken by chil-
dren eight times, being responsible for
three deaths. There were 34 cases of
ptomaine poisoning, resulting in nine\
deaths.
Practically every known poison en-
ters into the e97 cages, and the figures
show conclusively that "patent" med-
icines, while they are vastly ahead in
the number of times used in the aver-
age household, are far behind when it
come* to poisoning. or injuring those
who use, or accidentally misuse, them.
—Exchange.
Mir tliquakes in hl— ----C -- -
Very curious were some of the ex-
planations given by Chinese of the re-
cent earthquakes which have been
felt at Hosgkong, Canton and Macao.
The Hongkong Daily Press tells about
them: "The famous dragon whose
privilege it has been to give an occa-
sional shock to the earth's crust is not
Mid responsible for the recent scare
in Macao and elsewhere. Some Chi-
nese attribute the last shocks to the
water-dragon of Canton, whose anger
has been raised by the reclamation
works. Coolies are dumedng •daily
boatloads of sand and stone on the
poor dragon's back, and the beast sat.
erally feels hurt."
Preposterous.
Sbadbolt—I had such a funny dream
last night.
Dinguse—What was HT
"i dreansid that I asked you for the
money you owed me, and you paid R."—
Chicago Tribune.
Toe Badly Crippled.
Manager—How's the new fullback
consIng alone?





The "Fiesta" Is an Affair of Real
Beauty—Brass Band a Fea-
ture of the Pro-
cession.
_ —
The Indians of the Isthmus of Tehuan-
tepec are a race apart. Ethnologi
sts
say that the beauty of the women of 
the
Zapotecan race, the principal people of
the isthmus, i• excelled only by the
women of the eemoan islands of the Pa-
cific, says Madura Mexico.
The principai ornament of a well-
dressed Zapotecan, aside from her
rings of various sorts, is 
her
necklace of American gold coins.
Nothing but American gold is
ever used. British sovereigns, French,
German and eNen the present email
percentage of Mexican gold seine
are all disdainee. and Asterism gold la
bought at a hig eremium in order that
It may adorn t v'Pclui of the belles of
the isthmian ne . ells.
These coins fastened together
with gold wires and chains, making a
very showy if not beiostlful ornament.
Every centavo a woman can save goes
Into her otore agalasi the Urne when she
can buy another coin to add to her neck-
lace. Half eagles and double eagles are
fastened together in this gorgeous
chain, and the value of the decoration
ranges all the way from a single half
eagle, suspended on a chain, to the great
cape of golden coins which belongs to •
talingus Tehuantepec heiress and Is
valued at about $3,000 gold.
The strangest anomaly, to civilised
eyee, of all this finery and the, money
filet is invested In it lies in the fact that
one of the true Zapotecan women
will wear shoes. The foreign footwear
is a species of tavaskin and uncleanli-
ness that they will not endure. The re-
straint and the undeniable unhealthi-
ness of shoes in a trop.c country have
all their share of blame, but one can-
not but think that it is most the ancient
custom that has come down from long
ago Girt keeps them from it. The
Zapotecans are the cleseest people in
the world, as a race, and the long lines
of bathers on each bank of every stream
of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, from
early dawn uetil nightfall, attests the
fact of their irreproachable cleanliness'.
A 7.apotecan wedding fiesta is a thing
of real beauty. The queer, low, hot
country churches are the scene of the
religions ceremony. After the wedding
the remarkable brass band, of which
every weddink fiesta must boast at least
one, heads the procession, and In their
white muslin suits, barefooted and be-
betted with rough sombreros, the band-
men form their rough ranks end lead
the Wedding procession of bedollared
women and men in alpaca coats and big
silver and gold embroidered sombreros
through the narrow, dusty streets of the
city.
The procession makes its way to the
seine of the festivities, where under a
canopy of straw mats, and with mats
and rich grasses and flowers for wall
decorations, the dirt floor has been cov-
ered with deep gravel, and the band Ands
its place from which to discourve the
music for the dance. Here in the gravel
the ball goes on. An Indian adaptation
of the native Spanish dance, the "jeto,"
is a feature, and each vies with the other
for an opportunity to duce with the
bride Then all the company join
hands and dance about the bride and
brid m, who stand in tfie middle of
the °NZ. Then the ring breaks, and
each in his turn, still dancing, whirls in
to swing the bridegroom, then the bride,
and, courtesytng, pewee over to the
other side.
During the dancing refreshments,
consisting of drinks from those of the
ancient Sapotecans down to the most
mOdern, are served In the house adjoin-
ing. Here the bridegroom stands as
boat, driking with all his guests, who
offer him the most appropriate and Inap-
propriate toasts with a wish for his and
his bride's future happiness.
The dance goes on for many days
sometimes, and always lasts far into
each night. And it is not an undommon
or dismaying circumstance to recognize
later in the person of a manta clad la-
borer on one's place the haedsome
bridegroom of yesterday, who was so
resplendent in new alpaca azd gorgeous
sombrero.
How the Turk Holds On.
The Turkish empire has been greatly
pared down in the last century, but still
the Turks seem rooted in Constantino-
ple. The explanation of this awkward
fact is in a measure diplomatic and in a
measure racial, If Euro_peare dtplomacy_
I. paralyzed by jealousies the Turii are
a strong people. Pressed into a corner,
they fight with a skill and a fury which
recalls the achievements of their an-
cestors. They are a serious, earnest
race among peoples whose convictions
are not strong and mainly opportune.
The Turks feel their religion so deeply
that they are willing to die for it. A
people who in this age are capable of
that sacrifice must be put out of Duro))e
by seperior force, etterior argament
will not do it.—Boston Transcript.
Couldn't Bunco Him.
"I've got a earl, HMIs liriipoeition to
make to you," gate the youngster pro-
moter, confidently.
"Itiolutely surer asked the old
millionaire.
"No doubt about it."
"Then keep it yourself, my boy. I
should hate to take anything like that
from you. It would seem like rob-
bery."—Detrolt Free Prem.
It Couldn't Be.
Bacon—I know an old soldier who
has lived for years with a ball in the
%felony of his nose.
Egbert--I'll het It Isn't a moth-ball!
•Yonksra State utan.
a.
TALE OF A QUEER HOUSE
-
Dwelling Formed of Ship Beached
on the Pacific Coast in
Gold Times.
On the bay of San Francisco, about
six miles from the city, is the little
town of Tiburon. Here, on the beach,
Is a remarkable dwelling—half gage
and half cottage. The landward half
La an ordinary two-storied wooden cot-
tage, but the outward end is the hulk
of an old vessel, the name board of
which, Tropic Bird, is nailed over the
front door of the cottage.
"In 1850, just after the great gold
discoveries in California, the Tropic
Bird, built In a Prince Edward Island
shipyard, and commanded by Capt.
Homana, set sail from Gloucester,
Mass., with a mixed crew, of sailors
and landsmen, all eager' to ;;;et as
quickly as possible to the land of gold.
Just before reaching Cape Horn, mu-
tiny broke out, but was quelled by the
firmness of the captain and the oppor-
tune coming on of a 'violent storm,
which kept all hands busy for several
flees. The Tropic Bird and all on
board reached the Golden Gate and the
young city of San Fraucisco safely.
The vessel, however, was so battered
that she was beached at the foot of
Telegraph Hill and converted into •
boarding house and general store. The
captain and his brother made money
fast, and after a few years sold out
their business and returned to their
native state.
lialt a century later, in 1901, a man,
his wife and child came from San
Francisco to Tiburon to visit the ship
cottage. The woman'. heart caw
into her month when she read the
name plate, Tropic Bird. Entering,
they learned that the old vessel had
been towed over to Tiburon, cut In belt
and a cottage ouilt 'where her stern
had been. They farther ascertained
that the Tropic Bird was built by Don-
ald Deets:5 a shipbuilder of George-
town, Prince Edward Island, and sold
by him to Capt. Homan*, who sailed
her round the Horn. Donald Dewar's
granddaughter, Mrs. J. IL Scott, is now
the housewife of the Tropic Bird, and
her visitor was a daughter of Capt.
Homans. So strangely did two people,
deeply interested in the irrmic Bird,
the one a granddaughter of her butte-
er and the other a daughter of her
former owner and captain, meet in the
Melo town of Tiburon.
SNAPSHOT MARRIAGES.
Ninety-Nine of Which Out of a Run-
dred Result in Un-
happiness.
All modern advancement and in-
emotions, marvelous as they are, have
not ,brought any improvement over
good, old-fashioned courtship, says the
Memphis News-Scimitar.
It is easier to become married than
It used to be, and easier to be di-
vorced.
The bride nowadays does not bring
hostages to happiness in the form of
rag carpets and chests of comforts and
quilts, made with he: own hand, and
into every stitch of which she has
fondly tucked the love, confidence
and faith that ripen only with long
courtship and thorough acqt11111111111Ca
before engagement.
No, nowadays she brings only her-
self, and possibly papa's deice, to a
bridegroom whose real life and char-
acter are as unknown to her as are the
deeps of a lake over which she has
joyously drifted in the moonlight.
We generally make a short shrift of
courtship, engagement and marriage in
these modern days, and the runiaway
marriage Is becoming more and more
common. The main induetry of Sn
Joseph, Mich., Is the' insirnflig of run-
away couples from Chicago.
"Niaety-nine runaway marriages out
of a hundred result in unhappiness."
It is the solemn declaration of
Judge Thompson, of Chicago, who was
talking from the bench.
The judge was hearing the divorce
case of a young woman married four
years ago.
"Did you know him well before you
married him?" asked the judge.
"I thought I did." said the plaintiff,
"but I guess I didn't. After we had
been married a short time he beat rue
every day. Once he threw me down
two flights of stairs and then fol-
lowed me down and kicked me."
"It was a runaway marriage?"
"Well, yes, it was," admitted the
woman.
The judge pondered a moment. "1
win give you a decree," he said. "But
I hope We ease will be a warning to
other foolish girls. Ninety-nine out of
a hundred end this way."
---The--peetang of- thie- -honest_ old-
fashioned, long-drawn -out courtship,
In which men and women become ac-
quainted before marrying, is to be la-
mented. In proportion as It recedes.
the envoys problem looms larger and
larger.
. Took Him at His Word.
A greehgrocer's boy hailed a vessel
in dock at Cardiff. The surly mats
rwronded and gruffly asked what be
wanted "I've got some vegetable,
for the ship," was the reply. "All
right, you needn't come aboard; throw
'em up Oiall St h thus,- said the matt
salts stenstle,TeedIseee briasePeirthe
trageoted vegetables. "Ahoy. Uwe—
look out!" shouted the lad, as 134
threw single green pea toward the
mate. 'I've got a sacirof"ens for tit*
captain!"
Dubious.
"Did you have a good time during
the social season last winter?"
"Well," answered Mr. Cemrox, '1
ate a lot of things I don't like, met
a lot of people I didn't know, and
bought e lot of things I don't need.
So I guteei I must bare had a coed
ume.--Washington Star. e
WORK O... GLACIER.. PRINCESS AS A HOUSEWIFE.
MT, TACOMA ICE 1/LELLei elADA1
TO FURNISH LIGHT.
Have Become the Source' of Electrical
Power That Is Furnished to
Cities a Hundred Hiles
Away.
Among the great mountain peaks on
the Pacific coast, that of Tacoma is
perhaps best known, owing not only to
its size, but to the immense ice-cap
upon its summit, formed by the num-
ber of glaciers which exist there.
It is not only a great mountain, says
the Technical World, but a beautiful
mountain, since the ice formation
glittering in theiwunlight makes it vis-
ible for a distance ranging from 60
to 8e miles on a clear day, no that it
can be leistinctly seen in the cities of
Seattle and Tacoma.
While the peak is sometimes termed
Mt. Rainier, Tacoma, the tlUe which
the Indians gave it, is a far more ap-
propriate name for this peak, mint*
"Tacoma" in a sense means nourish.
merle The fields of ice and snow ex-
tending for miles upon its slopes form
the source of several important rivers,
which not only nourish a wide area of
farming country, but have recently
formed a most important souses of
power for the titles named, as well as
for smaller towns in this section of
Washington. In fact, ikons the Eisele*
afteariall of Tacoma Is already generat-
ed a eery large quantity of electric
power, which is being utilised not only
for power lest,for beating and lighting
as well. To glvi an idea of the diversi•
ty of uses for' the current, It may be
toted that It operates the electric
railway systems in the' cities Of Seattle
and Tacoma, aggregaUngg 168 miles of
trolley line, in *deters* to cable rail-
ways situated in the hilly portions of
these cities. Besides this service, how-
ever, current is furnished for one of
the most notable interurban electric
railways in the United States, that ex-
tending between Seattle and Tacoma.
where power is secured from the third
rail in connection with the multiple-
unit system. This line is employed
not only for passenger service but for
transporting freight and express ma-
terial, and ranks among the most com-
pletely equipped electric systems In
the world. The horse power required
for • number of the largest industries
in the city of Tacoma, including the
shops of the Northers Pacific railway
and the water works pumping plant, is
also obtained from this source; while
Illumination for streets and buildings,
in both Seattle and Tacoma, depends
upon it to a eonsklerabibe extent. The
demand for power is increasing so
rapidly that within • few year' Mount
Tacoma will be supplying fully 50,000-
horse power to the cities mentioned.
While, as already stated, the glaciers
and snow fields of Mount Tacoma are
the source of several important rivers
traversing the western portion of
ihashington, the stream which gene-
rasa the electric current at present is
the Puyallup, which originates In two
of the principal glaciers. Owing to the
distance of the stream from its source
to the generating station, a head of
water bs secured which is enormous,
considering the volume of water util-
ised. Consequently the installation Of
machinery for generating current, and
the system for distributing it, present
unusually .4erestiag features. The
plan adopted was to divert the river
from its natural bed, carrying the we-
ter by mew of a flume ten miles to
reservoir located on a high plateau,
and thence discharging by means of
steel pipes against wheels in the power
house, under a head of 871 feet, the
water wheels so driven being direct-
connected to electric generators, and
the electric power so produced being
transmitted, at a pressure of 55.000
volts, 48 miles to Seattle and 32 miles
to Tacoma.
All water rights, and the necessary
tried abutting on the river, from the
point of diversion to point of return,
were secured, as well as all land nacres-
sexy fOr flume and other structures,
and actual work of development was
commenced March 1, 1903.
Title of Prime Minister.
The title of prime minister was un-
known till the beginning of the eigh-
teeath century, and the gentlemen who
first filled the position and were iso
called objected to the title, which was
regarded as a sinister importation
from France, and as conveying the
meaning of grand vizier, something
despotic and unconstitutional. William
tit had nobody In his council Who
could be said to correspond to our
Prime minister, nor had Queen Anna
Dean Swift was the grit writer to use
the term which lie applied to Harley,
*he, hnitellifrehltrettergthelir totflt
his own colleagues., pit woe forerun-
ear of the Modern Ilaifours tad
C. B's was Walpole.
What, indeed?
Manager—Your play Is too tam&
The last act ought to end with a snaP.
Playwright—Doesn't the hero many
the heiress? Say, what do you call a
imam anyhow? — Cleveland Plata
Deal ar.
She of Waxes Knits Husband's Socks
and Sees That He Wears
Them.
Like her mother before her, the
princess of Wales is a first rate house-
keeper, and though she is a very busy
woman socially, there are but a few
things in the management of her
household which she does not under-
stand and many whit/. —Ne personally
superintends.
The princess has no liking for sib
Ling with idle hands, and she is never
without some sort of needlework. She
pot only knits the prince of Wale,
sock3, but 404111 that he wears them.
Once, for instance, when the prince,
after a long day's shooting, returned
home tired and wet, the princess wee
having her tea and the sportsmen
were all quite ready for theirs, but—
careful wife that she is—the princese
would not give her husband any until
he had changed his wet boots and
stockings, and- he, though laughing and
protesting, had to do her bidding.
The prime's Is an excellent mother,
and both she and the prince are very
anxious that their childhen should be
brought up on the simplest enes os
sible. When they are at York cottage
they have their little ones with them a
great deal, says Home Notes.
Formerly the hall was constantly
used by the small princes. One Oay.
however, a visitor fell ever a hoop be-
longing to Prises Feward, and now
the children have • special play room
of their owl.
SENSE OF THE TURTLE.
Septile Pogeeases 'Remarkable ?n-
etball+ foe lidding Nest-
Inc emend.
--
During the summer months. from
May to August, the big pea turtle
lay their eggp in the beach. They
come possibly hundreds of miles. and
if undisturbed, will land within a few
yards of the same place year after
year, says Forest and Stream. They
crawl up the beach in the night and
make their nest in the sand just above
high water mark. I have watched
them from behind a sandigil, but a few
feet away.
They dig the hole with their hind
flippers, and after covering it over,
first Ailing it with eggs, they will go
a few feet and make another place. 1
always thought as a blind, for one
looks just like the other. They lay
seek month usually during the high
tides of that month, beginning in May
and grading In August, from 110 to 166
*ESL
During Use summer I found and
brought into camp 2,765 sop. I put
seine in the sand near our camp and
In 27 days the top eggs batched, the
rest In three days more. Tbe little
hulks would dig out, raise their lit-
tle beads and sniff the air a moment,
this start for the river, 100 yards
away- it was always a mystery to Ise
llogra\A ree.00uld find the same plata
on the When a short distant*
out at sea it all looks alike—putt gaudy
ridges, with scrub palmetto and coarse
gram.
HIGH LIFE IN TOMSK.
Marian City TbM Cease Near te
Doing WOE* • Bari Baja
lislestra.
Tomsk. Siberia, is not such a dread-
ful plain. A traveler writes of it:
"After leaving the goviirnor we paid a
visit to the shops of Tomsk in order to
ociatpiste our outfit. We were able to
hay apples newly arrived from the Cam.
tea from Chtna—only 400 miles
sway, and brought by a sledge ot
(Wonky by the overland trade route.
ite* opened by Peter the Great—and
Many kinds of goods from Germany,
such es kodaks, photographic material
sad all kinds of up-to-date articles.
'"We also paid a visit to a barber,
who could compare favorably with one
of the first-clam barbers In the west
end of London, and was quite as dear,
charging us a shilling for a shave and
a haircut. I was In every way very fa-
vorably impressed by the town. With
a population of about 60,000, it Is as
rich in churches and Public buildings
as any English or American town with
five trines the number of inhabitants
"Moreover the Tomsk university is
an imposing building and contains two
faculties—those of medicine apd law
This capital, In fact, takes the third
place in educational importance in the
empire."
Bark of Sequoias.
California's giant trees, the sequoias,
thousaudanf years old, hays been pre-
served to this day because of their
enormously thick bark. From time to
time, in the course of ages, forest
Ores have swept through the big tree
lands, destroying everything, yet only
scorching for a couple of inches' depth
or so the almost fireproof bark. The
games haying carbonized that much of
the hark, could not penetrate farther,
lot the carbonized portion formed an
absolutely fireprOof covering for the
retasholler of the interior bark. /
Mark of Degeneracy.
MItchett — Young McSeedey, who
went through the fortune his parents
'10011111111O arrested towilay nor Mee&
lag • dollar.
Gauss—What degeneracy? His fath-
er never thought of taking less than a
wallion.--Bmart Bet.
Batik in Chime*.
Dearborn--And did roe shake the
dust from your feet when you left New
York?
Wabash—Weil, I don't know that I
Shook it from my feet 'Staab% but I
know I jot rid of all the dust I halt sib
right -rt miters Statesman.
770. MILLEN
A RBLE.
Rooms 1, a and 3
ing. 513 1-• Brosidwa
Practice in all the
state. Both phones sr.












Old Phone 40 Red; New Phone ips
Paducah, Kentucky.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
iso NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones mg
Office hours $ to to a. in, z to $
in. sad' to p.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURL.
A PURE 114)0D RESIBDY.
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at.as AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
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good rooms, etc. Boats w each
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IN MOST CASES IT IS DUE TO
GROSS CARELESSNESS.
Child Maimed for Life Through Mo-
mentary Neglect of Nurse—Pleas-
ant Experiences Which Some-
thus. Come by Accident.
4 IBY MARGARICT 2. SANGSTER.
(Copyright, UK by losepfi B. Bowles.)
Nine-tenths of the untoward hap-
• penings that people call Occidental are
due to gross carelessness and ;shame-
ful neglect
There are two sets of people in the
world—those who keep things up and
them who let QUga rue dims- The
elnit have ismer indulged in the habit
of putting oft till to-morrow what ought
tabs deao t- ,ay. ltthexvotleakaar
there is a crack in the soiling Or, a
deOes laud in the boor or a awing
Wale Or a broken window 00=1; they
repair the damage at *Sea 71 sy bay
miedectly that it coats leas t.,.• mend
than to mar, and marring goes rapidly
ha ',halal three la au afeadiag... As
$ everybody knows the best , wAy to let
• ens a fine house 20" to abnoliie rein
as to dost it up sad lean it withaut so
4ababltaat. A bowieth It Used is
lasts Seater boobs 
boustLibilt lidsadidaftbe
foreeowl-emelerwarepassilestly-saidag
war apes pap MOWN of ass, and
goalie* beide NOM 'Sada WWI
MK m toa are  came elf victorsbtaithe househeePer hai
ally that Mare Is a this
=orftpstair impel whieS 7111sum Into a bait *a SLAW
Xrawnrat of a zip be a rag whidbmap
sista\ seasebollea WA and male tam
his. But be haedimli, able pat oil
repeidar the rent In emit asd
until an maluelar MIMI berrying alma
bas a fall. which. Sees= a hip out col
Oast or a bre** lige or, worse still,
a jar with& s apoplexy to
some one In old age, or the develop-
ment at • taaligaant amuse In some
41 Ione younger. These baletui sequences
do come from slight falls, and mem
body is responsible.
• variety of UtIair1.11 shuffle along
ja the train of so-coiled aocidenta
eaten never should have been permit
lad to occur. From time to Ulm pace
ple die became they have eaten toad
stools when they thought they wen
eating mushrooms. Nothing is 111121113
than to distinguish between the della-
nal edible and the deadly fungus, yeti
'there are those who mourn sue,
deaths.. if they were laid at the doos
of accident
Children are sometimes left in leo
care of thoughtless hirelings and aro
• .maimed for life through falls for 'chick
there was neither 01111111011 sot' occasion
• man fearful& 61111101 111ed with a great
hump betweell lleuldeis was le
'his infancy the most *011ie and beauti
tat of childrea. While his pretty nurse
was flirting with a gallant policeman
the baby carriage took a slide down a
steep kill and was overturned at the
foot, and years of pain and wretched
nesse with the bandicap of the hunch-
back, have paid for that folly.
We seldom read of a railroad accl
dent that is not due to the careless-
ness of somebody, and yet it would be
most unfair to utter sweeping criti
clams on the employes of public con
veyances. TM average man is superb-
ly trustworthy. The engineer sticks
to his poet and dies in the effort to
save the train. When one of the en
glues on the "Majestic" was suddenly
put out of commission not long ago, by
a reel accident that no care could have
aatiaipated or averted, the corps of en
gams. at the risk of their own lives
In the face of clouds of scalding steam
shut off the machery, and were car
ried to the hospital afterwart!s They
were heroes.
There are accidents that no one car.
prevest. Bat as compered with tbost
Vlach cocas by lack of care, t bey art
few. When the lightning from tie.
strikes a man dead as he site in hie
house or walks by the way, he may
!be said to perish by the act of God
But when • man takes hold of a live
wire with bare hands, he has only
iiimself to blame if he drool dead tht
'lett instant The accident was stupid
and foolhardy.
• •
We need not limit what happens b3
apparent accident to disaster and ca
lamity. There are pleasant things that
may properly be set down to the ac•
eount of accident, since we have not
planned them nor in tiny way made tht
!least provision, mentally or materially
comerirto-pur.--A Tannin=
casts about for a good place to spend
•a brief holiday. Business claims him
so constantly that vacations are few
•and far between. Not often does he
obtain • noses. Shall he go to the
,mountains, to the old homestead, to
the inland springs or the shore? Shall
lie accept a frined's invitation to join
!him on a yacht, or possibly shall he
go on a bicycle tour over • distant
*tat? He finally decides on one jaunt
icor another, with no ultimate object,
except to have a good holooay.
' Yet on the yacht or in the farmhouse
or by the way he is to meet a girl
*hose eyes shall capture his heart and
who snail change the face of the world
for him for the rest of his life.
"How came Hugh to marry Belie?"
I once asked, wondering at what seem-
ed an incongruous mats-loge, the hus-
band a man of profound culture aud
ivarled learning, while the wife was a
'brilliant owletl butterfly, who cared for
exce;,t :•,rsonal adornment and
beautiful sur..eindings.*
"Oh," said the friend who answerer;
acta.o.„Vster met on a slow steamer cross-
of the steametiqz.. Nearly everybody on
reached Liverpool they were engaged.
You might cull it an a2zidental wed-
ding, due to propinquity, but it has not
turned out badly, though they are so
In contrast. Belle adores Hugh and
looks up to his superior scholarship
with the proper degree of admiration.
Most men appreciate homage. As for
Hugh, though Belle is shallow, he has
never found it out. He will read a
thesis to her and she will sit looking
like a modern Madonna, really consid-
ering the style of her next gown, but
outwardly listening to her good man's
deep voice as it goes droning along the
resonant periods. She does not un-
derstand much of it, but she makes
him comfortable, and a good deal of
married happiness is built upon a foun-
dation of domestic comfort and mutual
adoration.
• A, little romance may be leut to the
toast preemie day if we are ready to
find pleasure in agreeable aotidenta.
For instance, on the 'Stand& Of an Ma'
at a mart Which la patroftited all the
year rotind. Wks I* ale eane-
a.r. se. may easetiali• old "madman,
es iady OWN. 3/Nal4r1 Is s
Weiwurai Swope ot laeldeata and anec-
dotes at a by-gone deg. bleergatiag
map, 400/4 ano tiger taaaat, boar
Vta dailabtful, DIA S4PP4
Itollitobe eisteoti4of "Wage
tinted bat r ' 41" rof Wags e
the Indies seiner (*Pm& Ewes. Ac-
cidental* tbb lady *lb la epending a
MO eubligder dear haaftb he a Saco
NW tali Wow alto eitivesektapi (with.
tbe old stager. who Is Pestesiehteh4'er
• reep ellanalms amaiao sad los





*Mt tato nar Ws Ills.
soals141 be
calved with thaakhdaeis. The
plot people are those who begin eakk
manwaing with the expectation that
wee academia' joy will overtake the=
Ware shiest.
WARM MILK AND HEALTH.
Internal and External Applications
of the Lacteal Fluid Give Sur-
prising diesalts.
The milk cure is one of the most fa-
mous of all cures thee* days, and the
way in which it is managed makes it •
tonic for the skin and the stomach.
The patient takes milk inside and out
The outside milk cure is stonily atten-
tion, writes time, Julie D'Arcy. This
Is the way it was described by a wo-
man who took it: "I was massaged,"
said she, "from head to foot every
night of my life with milk. I might
have taken • milk bath had it not been
as expensive. The milk baths were
managed for me in this way. At night
I was massaged with the top of the
milk, which was like cream. Then, as
the weather was cold, I was wrapped
in blankets and put to bed. This was
for extreme nervous prostration.
"In the morning I took a bath in
this mixture: The tub was filled with
warm water Is which about a quart of
milk was stirred. And into this was
dropped ten drops of Masan. This
DRINK KILL.
made a milky bath. After a week of
this treatment I grew strong enough to
do without the external milk treatment
and to depend entirely upon the inter
nal.
"The internal treatment," said this
woman, "was even more interesting. I
was on the milk cure, which was man-
aged thus: Every morning there was
bought for me six quarts of pure or
whole milk. This was put in six dif
ferent cane and to each can there was
added half a pint of pure water. A
cad was then set in warm water and
as it heated I was allowed to drinkk it
took," -seld-she; "a• - fel+ gime of-
milk every half hour. It was slightly
warm, just warm enough to take the
chill off and keep me from shiverieg
"The ingenious part came in the floe
eonsg of the milk. One can each day
was slightly flavored with vanilla. This
made the milk taste like custard. And
one can was Savored with cinnamon
There was just the very faintest taste
of spice, as in a hot punch."
Exercise Essential. ,
Remotes is of immense be in
treating the skin. A women should
exercise until the skin is in a glow
She must exercise until she can feel
that her lungs and heart are stimulat-
ed. Then she is ready for the skis lo
tions and for the scented bath. The
exercise upon which the belles of other
days depended for their beauty was
dancing. Dancing and horseback rid-
ing were the two diversions.
Old-Fashioned- Shin rood.
A. simple, old-fashioned skins, food
that is very good for wrinkles is made
by heating to a cream two tablespoon
Ails of oil of sweet almonds and one
teaspoonful of rose **ter, adding three• But they ha in drops of camphor and two of tir.ctura-• they wer^ Loth
of berizein. Apply at night.,Lie time they
-KANSAS WHEAT j3ELT
REGION IN WHICH ARE MANY
HOMES OP CULTURE.
['he Only Real Work of the Year Is
During the Harvest Season—
Farmers Generally Are
Students.
There are homes oa the wheat
ranches where culture reigns. Books,
eictures, music, pianos and newspa-
pers keep the inhabitanta in touch
with the bent things of life, says Lhe
Kansas City Star. The onerous toll of
the wheat harvest is mostly imagin-
ary. The only real work of the year is
during the week of harvest. Turning
the soil with a riding plow is not har&.
ea farm work goes. Planting the wheat
with A drill is easy. Waiting for It
not sash degrading labor.
Sot rubel:We- tame etas of *mania
iwerb*r4oaail isfunmer than.
tWtilik, IVO* harenhtilitto The Issreeeti
Nadi are fatteaud% vialkenoed Proekeethli
of stetrietlad elt7 U1sand that is why
tk wark, seems bard.. The nerve*,
median to " godsend to these nie,n. The
outlet to, the country for a Demon oft
• eareating toil soothes the nerves of
fonsenting element the city broods
and .kerbors,
Thoallageners of the *heat belt, on
tble ISM tef :ha alba the Pap,
pia= eprionitnriste to he Wald.: ‘Flpse,
rapid growth of the western opus
hPh,er IVIsS0•44e .1110detiell94uslni dohe-
tlea.. It mog,ils ligetogesegeogapie
6 bertha= I
In1141-117 to build up mod"-
site orbel,4nd =nut» large traete
di laild.' thew they have adorned
with splendid homes, orchards an.'
isialt Areal, 'tad have atoned with
ilais cattle and good breeds of all do-
imatio'stack. The wheat belt is ale.,
"the greatest grass land on the
earth." That is, satin grass grows
there in profusion, and it makes the
best grating of any grans crop. AU
these things have enabled the progres-
sive farmers to surround themselves
with everything that goes to make
rural life delightful.
These wide-awake farmers are stu-
dents of everything that comes into
their lives. At a glance they Call tell
which of two steers will gain a pound
the quicker and on a given ration, and
this same faculty makes them judges
of human character am well. They
know what kind of min they are deal-
ing with and treat them accordingly.
Many a man who came to the harvest
like a tramp, • man used to a cul-
tured hones, bet fallenfrom grace and
"clown on liii luck," has been singled
out by the farmer or his wife as Gal
fit for better things. Such • man is
treated as one of the family. His
story is learned if he wishes to tall it.
When the harvest is over he is given
steady work. The bond that throws
people together of an equal plane of
thought becomes established.
Cases of this kind can be related in
every household in the wheat belt..
Said one farmer's wife—she traced her
ancestry to Ethan Allen and other
historic names of colonial days and
wart herself a college graduate: "One
of the most interesting things of the
harvest is studying the character of
the men: Last year a- young man
worked for us who, we 'readily saw,
was of good breeding and came from
a respectable home. His hand got
_pore 'in the harvest and I dressed it
sad doctored him the best I could. It
got worse, and one day I asked hi
what was the matter with it. He said.
'The blood does not circulate in it.'
Then he rolled up his sleeve and
showed a scar that Was frightful. He
had been in some scrape and bad re-
ceived • bad cut, which had been
fumed up by a surgeon. His hand got
well and he worked for us nearly a
year. One time he was sick for sev-
eral weeks and I said to him: 'John,
why•don't you writato your folks? I
know that you have • home and that
your parents are worrying about you.'
He took my advice and wrote two let-
ters. Awhile later he said to us: 'I'm
going to leave you. I will eat dinner
with my folks to-morrow in Golden.
Col.' Well dressed and feeling good
with $260 In his pocket, he bade us
good-by. We soon received a letter
from his mother, thanking us for what
we had done for her son."
When the men who have accumu-
lated much land in the wheat country
die and divide their holdings, the land
will be in smaller treats and so thick-
ly twitted that the local market will
supply all the labor needed in the bar-
seat. That will mark the end of the
-summer migration. 
Swimmers' Cramp.
In drowning accidents where expert
swimmers suddenly lose all control of
their powers, the usual explanation of
cramps is beginning to be looked upon
as insufficient It has been noticed
that persons having disease of the
middle ear, who have already shown
symptoms of vertigo, are especially lie
ble to such &clef:lents, and as the
semicircular canals are the organs of
direction, it is suggested that even a
slight hemorrhage in this delicate
structure from a blow by the wave*
would result in utter helplessness
Persons with ears not perfectly sound
are therefOre warned against swim-
ming in rough water.
Carried with You.
Joy is a prize unbought, and is
freest, purest in its now when it comes
unsought. No getting into heaven, as
a place, will compass it. You must
carry it with you, else it is not there
You must have it in you, as the must*
of a well-ordered soul, the lire of a
holy purpose, the welling up out of
eke central depths of sternal springs
that hide the waters there.—Horace
tiushnell.
00d PROUD OF CLOTHES.
Canine That Is Very Much Dis-
tressed When Deprived of
Correct Apparel.
There is a dog in Augusta who
dresses just like a man, wearing the
regulation coat, vest, collar and cravat
and is very proud of his apparel, seem-
ingly, being very much distressed and
ashamed whenever his busy master
does not have time to rig him up in
his clothes, reports the Augusta (Ga.)
Chronicle.
"If there are any who are "from
Missouri," they may be satisfied by
calling at a blacksmith shop on Ellis
street, near the city hale where they
can be introduced to him by his mas-
ter, George Bailey, a negro empioye of
the smithy.
-II. wears them with a conscious dig-
▪ and is hugely- delighted when any-
amatexe. to notice his attire sad cont.
seat thereon. Heetwill gess intent/7
at each speaker and Joyously wag his
tall when complimeated upon his $P-
pearanee.
- It le mot known what whim indueed
the biselsoaltb to tbau elekbe hie es-
Was het la al.1 WideIlk,ae we are."
; be certainly t devised the deg's
dm* wit Issenkendy. No detail is
wanting. The oat of his coat Is after
thi latest asbae—hes pooiteta. tee—
the cense 4. likely istaderisti,and the
cravat is tied with correct smartaele.
The firgeo,thieli .the weraling he
must be porirly tiesed,_ Or else he
Whines pitemegOr„, id41024)_s• has been
wording to XL usual custom
Joykeeerli :14f ballade. 21#4 be di.
• his Sappro. *Mk loath hark-
ens and wagons, Of his tall. Be has
thS inmost contempt for the host, of
inebed dogs who neon about the street
sips absoligely mimeo to emaciate
Vitthem, manifesting a spirit of oat-indignation at their immod-
est:Y.
"PAGAN" TOWN IN ENGLAND
Village of 1,700 People Who Seem
to Have Gone Spiritually
to Sleep.
"Pagan Hook" is the name now en-
'Dyed by the quiet little village of
Hook, which is situated some three
iglu from Kingston-on-Thames.
Sc lost in indifference is this village
that the vicar, the Rev. W. U. Ding-
well, has thrown up the cure of the
parish in despair, says a recent Lon-
don report
"I have worked hard here for nearly
three years," mid the vicar. in an in-
terview, "and it seema largely in vain.
I hale spoken to the people personally
and have implored them to come to
church, but they will net do it.
"No effort, either spiritual or ma-
terial, no concert, whether high-clams
or extremely 'popular,' no branch of
church activity that I have been able
to devise or carry on will induce the
people of Hook to come to church.
"There is a population of 1,700 pto-
pie, but many of them absolutely re-
• to attend church. In fact, only
200 out of the 1.700 have attended
church, and some of these even are not
Hook people.
"The fact is that the village is spir-
itually asleep. They do not go to non-
conformist places of worship, nor do
they go golfing or motoring. They
have simply gode to sleep and they do
not give a thought to spiritual things."
The vicar has now departed for the
West Indies on a holiday voyage.
Some of the more enlightened inhab-
itants of "Pagan Hook" are taking
around a large memorial paper asking
Christian and pagan alike to sign an
earnest entreaty to the reverend gen-
tleman to return to them.
THE FUR-LINED OVERCOAT.
Dressy Gentleman Will Carry the
Garment Inside Out on
His Arm.
--
precise and high-priced tailor
drew a chalk picture on the customer
who was -trying on," relates the Prov.
Idenee Journal, stuck three pins in
him and said:
"The most radical change in gar-
ments fur gentlemen for winter wea"
this - year will come in the. fur-lined
overcoat. We have been driven to It
by a detachable fur collar which has
made its appearance and which can be
fastened on to the permanent conar
of a $16 ready-made topcoat in a way
that will puzzle an expert to detect its
on and off features. Of course, the
lis the fur collar for the rich and
'dressy' gentleman who has a genuine
fur coat. We'shall make the collar o:
the expensive coat of the same ma4
lerral as fife "fah rthe coat, or of
velvet, cat • little wider than the col-
lar of the ordinary coat.
"And muffs will not be sewed on the
sleeves of the first-class fur-lined coat,
this season. They were always sug-
geetrve of the crashed tragedian."
"How will people know that 'dressy'
ani wealthy gentlemen have tur-lined
ooats?" inquired the custodian, anxi.
"They will carry them inside out on
their arms," replied the precise tailor.
The
Not the Clam.
Clam (riggers ure predicting a cold
winter because the clams are burrow.
ing deep. Just wtv a clam should be
given credit for knowing more about
the weather than human beings is not
clear. Some &Mintier may be credited
with superior instinctive impressions--
but not a clam.—Washington Star.
Ischango -of Confidences.
Husband (during the honeymoon)—
; I was awfully nervous When I pro
I posed to you. I was afraid you
wouldn't accept me.
Wife--Aod I iii awfully nervous






NAVIGATION OF THE PROPOSED
ISTHMIAN WATEEWAY.
Some Interesting Particulars of Its
Construction slid Probable
Length of Time It
Will Take.
To make it possible to pass a shij
from ocean to ocean, even by a high
level design, will require from six tc
eight ears, and by one at sea level
ten years, though possibly 12. Which
of the two types, all things considered
is the better is a question requirine
great thought for the proper answer
writes William Barelay Parsons, is
Century. On the one heed, there are
required a greatly Increased invest
cut of capital and Rope delay in time
although the lattevia the life of suet
att enterprise is Ponbably of smal
amount The eseitting teeter wit
probably be the practical usefulneso
of the type when completed. No mat
tar what the design, the oanal cannot
be niNigated its entire length by largo
WILMA= with the freedom the
they peas up and •dow* a brow
It I. contemplated elle
this( width of the cam' it tbi
bottom shell be ablaut 150 • feet
11/Vint width on the surface of iron
200 to 350 feet, according to the flat
nese cf the ado slopes, dependeet ot
the ItarYing *cal character of the roe)
or earth through wads the canal wil
be MIS. As Wise • modern *legman
bays almeani ot-45 feet, It is °below
tha,tercl iamb iesaele-sanoot peas sad
other, Jai Ike molar chanael.
On arriving at either terminus tho
'hip will report OA the harbor master
for a permit to Pass, and, it she be
minus vessel, for a tpg to take bes
through. After an inspectioh, the tak
lug on of coal, supplies and a pilot, ant
being measured for and paying tol
charges, the vessel will then receive al
order entitling her to Proceed. Thll
order will be like a train order on t
single-track railway, giving authority
to go to a certain point, and then
either to meet and pass a ship coming
from the other end or to draw to ono
side and permit the other ship to pass,
or to get other orders to proceed fur-
ther. The passing of ships will be br-
ranged by constructing "sidings:" that
is, widenings of the channel intc
which a vessel can draw and moor tc
clusters of piles. When the passing it
made the vessel then advances to the
next siding where a vessel is expected,
all of which will be controlled by tele
graphic orders from a central dis-
patcher's office, where there will be a
chart showing the exact position of
any ship at any time, corrected in-
stantly by advice received from the
local stations. Along the banks there
will be semaphore signals by day and
lights by night, indicating the position
of obstructions or vessels ahead, do as
to prevent collisions.
On arriving at a lock the steamer
will find • 'truckers similar in princi-
ple to the small canal locks with
which the reader is familiar, but vast-
ly larger. These locks will have a
length of about 1,000 feet and a width
in the clear of 100 feet, in order to ac-
commodate not only the steamers 80C
feet long now building, but to allow
for 'such increase in size as May be
realized. The gates closing the lock.
at the down-stream end will hay(
height equal to the depth of the canal
the height to lift, and, say, ten feet of
surplus, or a total of 75 to perhaps 100
feet, accooling to conditions—dimen-
sions far ,- excess of those of any
other lock gates in the world. As soon
an the lock is entered and the ship
made fast so that it cannot be moved
about by the in or outrushing water,
and yet may rise or fall with the
change of level, the great gates behind
her will be closed . water admitted
into the lock from the higher level or
drawn oft into the lower as the vessel
Is ascending or descending. When
the new level is reached the other
Pratt* are opened, and once more tbe
vessel continues her journey between
banks crowded to the water's edge with
'the wild tang:a of a tropical jungle m
the long-leafed banana trees set out in
regular rows In plantations. On arriv-
ing at the far terminus the pilot is
dropped and the vessel disappears at
sea.
American Bank In Japan.
An American bank in Japan, as a
profitable enterprise and a great aid tr.
the American manufacturer, is a sug-
gestion from C. A. Francis of the
Higher Technical school of Tokio, who
also advises his fellow-Yankees to
study_ Japanese manufactneing _feandi-
Lions and needs. One Tokio shop em-
g,:oying from 15 to 110 workmen makes
by hand a sewing 'machine which is
claimed to be better than a famous
American product of which It is a
copy. It Is sold for nine yen, while 1
poor quality of the American machine
coats from 40 to 60 yen. How shall
Uncle Sam's agents demonstrate that
their companies make certain machine
tools which do this work cheaper than
they are now doing It and that nc
more capital will be needed in the la-
tailing of the plant?
Army Kitchens.
Traveling kitchens, which have
long been in use In the Russian army
and which did much to Increase the
comfort of the soldiers during the long
battles of the recent war, are now be•
Mg tried in the French maneuvers
with a view to their introduction int(
the French army.
Canadian Hones in China.
It is foundt,,that horses from Cap
ads become acclimated in China more
readily than those which are import
Pd from Australia. and they seem tc
take more to the novel diet
brau, Oari4 tir&t Wait straw.
Southern Railway
and
Queen & Crescent Route
1•••••••••••••••••.
"Florida Limited"r—Leaving Louis-
ville at 8 a. m. daily connects at
Danville, Ky., with solid train of
Pullman Sleepers and vestibuled
coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 a. an.
and St. Augustine to a. in. nesj,
day, without change. Dining car
serves all mcals et route.
"Florida Sp ec ial —L e eying Louis-
ville 7:45 p. m., carries observation
'sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis-
ville to St. Augustine, without
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
ary4ving at Jaelponville at 8:5o p.
m. and St. Augustine at to p. m.
next day. From Danville this is
solid train of drawing room sleepers,
composite car, observation car, etc.
Dining car serves all meals en rotate.
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Pull-
man sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:45
p. m. daily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection is made
at 9:35 a. m. with through sleeper
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co-
lumbia and Savanah, arriving at
'Jcksonville at 9 11.
Winter Tourist Tidwell
Good returning until May 31rt, are
IslOtw on sale low rate*.
Variable Tours
Going via Ashville and "Land of
the Sky" and "Sapphire Country"
and returning via Atlanta and Chat
tanooga or vice vers.
For the "Land of the Sky," "Win-
ter Homes," ratter 'handsomely il-
lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
address any agent of the Southern
Railway or C. H. Hungerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W C.
Rinearson, G. P. A., Q. & C. Route,
Cincinnati, 0.








Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,






In connection with the;best Foun-
tain service, Zach Hayes has added
a fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for magnifi-








Will bring pleasure oci your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store. tome in
and hear them. Then you'll









N MAYOR VETOED plant "deadeptn" around the city.
delity and Deposit Company, and'the
spectgr, offered bondsmen of the Fi-
A Bundsman, the new sewer in-
POLICE BILL surety was acepted. R. F. Barnett,
In Stationer
\Ve have a few boxes of Hurds' and
Cranes' stationery in latest styles.
On account of boxes being slightly





WANTED—For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried MOD _between
ages of at and 3s; citizens 'of the
United Stverrotsgtind itharacter, and
temperatc habits, who CI& speak, read
end eittittauelgliah— See- infor meta.. n
app& ....Recruiting offices, Ne..
Ric hmOndallerpricab, Ky.
• , 






W T4.-.! „buy fresh milk
cows. prices paid. Ring old
PhQ411., 11.5A.4. '4"  
CARNEGIE LIBRARY, !
The Floor N 64nditien so Dui/el-
Ceptigties Closed.
.rf-•e-s—•
It watintenald itropen the library
again this morning, but yesterday
President E„. }V. liagby found that
the wax lia&aist hardened sufficiently
on the floor, therefore be decided. to
keep the building closed until tomor-
row rnornini. The fresh wax was
putoon the floors Saturday and the
institution ktpt closed since to give
time to harden withor being trod
'Leon. It was thOught this morning
the doors could agaitete opened, but
this is impossible. .
The meeting of the trustees for
This evening, jigs been postponed un-






QUININE WAS EASY TO TAKE
But It Resulted in the Death of An
- Indiana Nan.
. Columbia City, Ind., March • 39—
Warren Bills of Rishland township,
is dead of _itp overdose 'of quinine.
He started on an overland trip to
Michigan, accoiwied by his son
Newton;—ad near Marshall he un-
dertook toffifft how easy quinine
was taken, he...placed a large
amount at "tel , • drug at his mouth
and swallotif it. aoon became




Second adoption was given the
otdinance reqiiring fuel and other
purchases ma...! by the city, to be
weighed over city scales.
At instance the city board of
health, there %...s *resented an or-
dinance to prevent the spread of
tuberculosis as much as possible, by
requiring homes infected with it to
obey certain regu:Itions. The bill
was held over until the next meet-
ing, before being adopted.
There was read an ordinance put-
ting entirely in the hands of the
board of public works, the power 'of
the saying where overhead wiring
and poles shall be placed around on
the public streets over the city. On
the document being brought up, it
\,• referred to the board of works,
.y solicitor and electrical inspec-
i .r to see if the provisions were all
right.
Initial adoption was given the or-
dinance empowering the street rail-
way company to lay tracks on cer-
tain new streets' around town, in
enlarging its system. The measure
directs that there be put up and
sold the car people a .franchise giv-
ing this power to put down more
rails. The new streets they want to
corer are: Niuth from Clark to
Broadway, on Eighih from Ten-
nessee to Clark, op Fifth from Mad-
ison to Trimble, on Trimble from
Fifth to Sixth, onTenth from Trim-
ble to Burnett, on Broadway from
a point In middle of the block be-
tween Fifth to Sixth, down Broad-
way to Fourth street.
There was then adopted another
ordinance empowering the company
to take up its tracks on certain
streets to be abandoned as follows:
Madison from Fifth tei\Sixth, that
on Sixth from Madiatit00 Trimble,
also on ;Trimble from Tenth to
Twelfth, en Clark from Eighth to
Ninth, on Jackson from Sixth to
Ninth, on Ninth from Jackson to
Tennessee.
The ordinance providing that
there be paved with brick the streets
outlined heretofore, were referred
back for revision. The streets are
Fast from Broadway to Washing-
ton, Washington from First to
Third, Second from Kentucky
avenue to Witshingtemt, Wild Fifth
from Jefferson to Clay. Around the
wholesale houses at Second and
Washington the property owners do
not want sidewalk*, but let the
paving brick run frotn building to
building, so wagons can back up to
their di:19a to unload goods.
It was ordered that property own-
ers. sign petitions to be presented the
boards, wherein it is desired that
Fourteenth street be graveled from
Clay to Harrison, and Jarrett from
Powell to Bridge streets.
Mr. George Waltees. Abe "Hetet'. The water company was
went to ,aaid Cincinnati to extend its supply mains out
this morning. • ctioadway fro*. Ninteenth to Twen-
When you uy 
n on Twentieth from
OM Terrell" 
tiels. an liff„
(Continued From First rags.)
suburb, aski,ig that the street ca:
[
company be given permission to
run its tracks over into Mechanics-
burg, from 1,:oad street where they
end this side of the creek. , The
document was filed, with nothing
being done.
The montl.ly report of City
Treasurer Jot.a J. Dorian was filed,
it showing a balance of $88,181.80
on hand Marh 1st, received during
that month $6,058.58, spent $13,-
a present balance
Br y to Jefferson.
key you get hiskey that is made in 'Pre lig,.ht cotnittee was authorized
0 get up figures showiug what it
°aid cost the city to enlarge' the
present lighting plant so as to care
for isoernore street corner • lights.
When the committee gets in the fig-
ures, it will report to the full boards
for some action to be taken.
Chief James Collies monthly report
was flied.
The fire committee reported that it
halt condemned the two buildings at
lig and 120 Broadway, they being un-
safe and in danger of collapsing. The
ccanicil r ae tint), 
ordered that the owners be notified
to tar down, the delapidated struct-
tire S.
y..T. Jenkins was granted a license
to open a saloon at 136 Second
street.
It was ordered that Mrs. M. D.
Kelly be given a new deed to her Oak
Grove cemetery lot, her old deed hav-
ing been destroyed.
City Engineer Washington was
ordered to survey off some of the new
cemetery grounds so people could be
buried in there, the present Oak
Grove grounds being about used up
by the dead.
Central Labor body of this city was
given permission to hold a carnival
during next September. With the
permiSsion goes the concession al-
lowing the labor bodies to collect
and retain from attractions, the li-
censes that under ordinary circum-
stances go into the public treasury.
The ordinance commit'ee• was in-
structed to bring in for adoption
measure giving the boarl of public!
works power to sky where telephone,
telegrniSh and light companies shall
ordered
147; ow the hops,
sib% Used in its dis-
e very highest gradat
and the spring water. used is as clear
as a crystal and absolutely pure
which is an important item in perfect
distillation. A visit to the distillery
' will convince you of the above facts.
For sale one quart up, at 417 Jeffer-
son street, city retail department.
Distillery notW end of loth street.
$2.00, $2.50 and $3.00 per gallon. One
quart up. •





It is a new, pleasant combina-





Carefully prepared in our
own laboratory.
R. W. WALKER & CO.,
. .• INCORPORATED. ..
Drrirgists, Fifth and Biwa,
Both Phones an.
the sanitary inspector, gave as sure-
ties A. Parkins and, J. S. Trout-
man on his bond, while the other sani-
tary man, J. M. Muller offered J. M.
Lang and Henry Kolb, all of which
was ratified.
The board of works was directed
to have opened the public alley be-
hind the Lincoln school building.
It was ordered thet the sidewalk on
Bioadway between Ninth and Eleven
th streets be re-constricted, it being
in bad conoition pow.
The chair was -empowered to ap-
point a committee to nelp revise the
rules and regulations governing the
city legislative boards.
Chief James Woods, of the fire de-
partment asked the council to get the
telephone company to put on the free
list telephones at the ire anuses.
The stationmen now pay for the
phones otit of their own poles=
The board confirmed the re-
duction granted the assessment of
the Cumberland Telephone cerapanys
plant by the board of supervisors.
The assessment for city tax purposes
was $zoo,000, but the supervisors, re-
duced this to liScr,000. The aldermen
confirmed the reduction, but it just
did get through the council, six be-
ing for it, five against making the de-
crease.
On motion the board adjourned.
SMALL FIRE
Caused Several Hundred Dollar Los,
at Hiutnan's Plumbing Shop.
This, morning about 2 : 15i. o'clock
fire was discovered in hte Ed D. _Han-
nan plunsbipg establishment „' at
Fourth and Kentucky avenue. It wai
flaming up into good size when no-
ticed, and V the departments summon-
ed. The 'eddies quickly did ,the
work of extinguishment, but not un-
til a several hundred dollar loss oc-
curred. Mr. Hannan cannot account
for the fire which started right be-
hind the stove in center of the "L"
in the shop, as no fire had been in
the stove since early yesterday morn-
ing. It must have been an electric
wire. Mr. Hannan says his loss is
covered with insurance, but he will
loose more by the shop being crip-
pled at this unusual busy period.
CINCINNATIAN ARRZSTED
Reishopf Claims Sweatma nis
tieing Workmen Away From
Here
Yesterday the Rehkopf SI ddlery
company ha darrested a man named
Sweatman from Cincinnati, on the
charge of enticing away Rehkopf's
workmen.
Sweatman is an official of the
Grossmaa-Hohe leather house et
Cincinnati where there is on a Stale
and the union men refuse to or
It is claimed that Sweatman kas
been here trying to get the non-un-ion men at Rehkopf's, and the
Starks-Ullman house, to quit their
local positions and go to Cincinnati
to' work for him. Two walnut*
were taken out for hi myesterday,
while more will be today.
Don't buy poisonous immttatton
whiskey that is make in store rooms.
Pure whiskey can only be mad* in
a distillery. Buy "Old Terrell" the
pure "still house" article, made in a
home distillery, at Um $2.5o and
$3.00 per gallon. Quarts and halves
in proportion. Gty retail department
417 Jefferson street.
Mir. William Scott, the hardware
man, has returned from St. Mary's
Ill., where he has been visiting his
daughters who attend school there.
Mr. William Katterjohn has re-
turned from New Yorla
Sheriff John Ogilvie and Detective
T. J. Moore have returned from
Hopkinsville where they took to the
asylum H.. F. Osborne.
—The poetoffice yard was filled
with stray cows last night, but they
cannot be taken up until there ar-
rives here the appellate court 1212 /1-
date which holds that the cow ordi-
nance is valid.
Miss Anna Kundoon, a teacher at
Rossville, Kansas Saturday captur-
-eleven young coyotes- -in









Evansville.. .. ..... 7.4
Florence . 3 . . . .8
Johnsonville.. .. . 22.0
..
Mit. Carmel... ..• • • • •19•9
Nashvill-.. ..... • •33.4
Pittsburg .. ..... 14-7
Davis Island Dam.. .14.7
St. Louis 33J
M. Vernon.. ,...  36.6
Paducah.... ..  36.7
411.11P. 
To Remove Freckles and
pimples in Ten Days.
I.:atrLA Is • sew deanery. sold seder positive
3 rise wis weary rehoded is *my ars Wore It tails
Ti eau Is mem Insikles, simples. livernage. sometae, saner-
. um, bladtheeds. War fleesierellees aid all endless
6s rise 1 st tt, ale, s• ostler if kw nog staedeg. Cares
• tise alary caw le II days, ud We worst la lite DI days.
o =these idea we Nonni the MN will be dew.eed beeelltel. Pe palate herd are reed Ores
SkS,` Its ed. As regard our repealed end meaty to awl,
71'115): "4 Ask year druggist KADINOLA. lit. Wort K. wed es
wilt war arreessests, we rear le the Ceansrdel Oak
• s, - eat SIM el Seery, Pere. Teem., et caserly Mad.
2.5 rise a Wesel weeny enter aid we will seed yes a anent
0,9 fall mawif NADINOLA by wet It It tells to de MI we




The little steamer Royal plying
daily between -here and Golconda,
111., brought down a cabin full of
passengers yesterday on her trip.
The Electra yesterday went
Nashville with a tow of salt.
There got out of the Tennessee
river last night the steamer Clyde.
She lays until five o'clock tomorrow
afternoon before skipping away ot}
her return in that direction.
The Dick Fowler leaves for Cairo
this morning and comes back to-
night about eleven o'clock.
There got away yesterday for
Evansville the steamer Joe Fowler
which comes back again tomorrow.
The John S. Hopkins comes in
today from Evansville and gets out
immediately on her return to that
city.
The Buttorff went to Carksvill
yesterday, comes back tomorrow,
and then gets away for Nashville.
The Peters Lee leaves Memphis
today and gets here Thursday en-
route up to Cincinnati.
The Georgia Lee leaves Cincin-
nati tomorrow and gets here Satur-
day en route down to Memphis.
GIVE OUT NO DETAILS.
But Appropriate hootoomoo for Pub-
lic Buildings.
The house committee oh public
buildings and grounds has agreed
to report a public building bill car-
rying appropriations aggregating
$20,000,000. The details of the bill
are not fully completed, and the
committee voted to refrain from dis-
closing the projects to be included
in the measure until the report is
finally completed, which will
about 'ten days.
First Airship,. Lbw.
The first airship line in the
world, will be inaugurated from thz
Rock Springs to Lander, Wyoming,
just as soon as spring opens. Air-
ships will make daily trips over the
mountains between those points.
The company is now being financed
tnd other necessary areangementi
eing made.
'Partin Shea, an inventor who re-
des here announces that he has in-
vented an airship on total different
principles from all other flying ma-
chine, and says a miniature machine
which he has built proves hig eheoryi
attect. He expects to b full 
used machine before winter ses.
aad if it goes over the mountains
as he expects be will be in a
tios to build them comme
Shea is enthusiastic and is g




I take Mg occasion to notify by
friends and the public, that I am
no longer connected with the Padu-
cah Undertaking company, com-
posed, as I am informed, of S. P.
Pool,. L. a Stephenson and D. L.
Adams.
I am now conducting an under
taking establishment of my own.
No: 353 South Third street, sand
shall be glad to serve all my ,firmer




Notice is hereby given to all per-
sons to clear your bank premises and
get ready for inspection of sanitary
officers as they will be started on the
inspection in a shoot time and being
ready will save trouble and expen.se.
Order of Board of Health.
W. T. GRAVES, Health Officer.
Sunday the first strawberries of the
sack on horseback. She will raise season jrcre here, having been sh'
them apd sell them for pets. I ped in fiom the South.
PERSONALS
Mr. Martin Voight and family of
Golconda, Ill., yesterday returned
home after visiting relatives here
tb.e past week.
• Bert Gilbert, wife of the
sho clerk, leaves today for Hender-
son, Ky., to attend the bedside of
her father, Mr. John W. Hicks, who
is seriously ill with infirmities pro-
duced by old age.
Lawyer Mike Oliver today goes
to Frankfort to file the articles of
incorporation for the new co-opera-
tive insurance company they have
organized.
Mrs. Pearl Fryer of Memphis,
Tenn., has gone home after visitinit
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Calloway.
Mr. Carl Tellifson of New
leans, is visiting Miss Aralace
son of West kfpnroe.
Lawyer. Alffen Barkley yesterday
returned from Mayfield where he
spent, Sunday with . his wife and
child who are visiting there.
General Manager B. F. Scott of
The Standard Tie company, was
here yesterday from Detroit, Mich.
Hon. and Mrs. John K. Hendrick
returned yesterday from smithland.
Hon. Samuel Crossland is here
from Mayfield attending circuit
court.
Mrs. L. P. Head and child have
returned from visiting in Princeton,
KY.
Mr*. A. ifitynet. of Cairo, was here
yesterday en route to Smithland to
attend the Haynes-Adams wedding.
Miss Bertha Leming, the city ste-
nographer, yesterday went to New
Albany, Ind., where she was called
by the dying condition of her uncle.
Ass Lama .Anderson, of Arcadia,
has returned front visiting in Joplin,
Mb.
Mr. Eci„...F, :Rageniassert. late of the
Si. Stern cciletpany, of Chicago, has
arrietid hare to take a place with the
Walhastein clothing house.
Captain Prank rhillips yesterday
went to Smithland to attend the
Haynes-Adams wedding today.
Mr. Irvan Merritt has. returned
from visiting in Mayfield.
Miss Eleaner Wright returned yes-
terday from spending Sunday in May-
field.
Mr. Maurice Nash Jr. of Louis-
tripe. is here visiting his parents, Mr.1
and Mrs$411 B. 'Mali.
Professor W. H. ,Sugg returned
Sunday from Princeton, Ky.;
Richard Gaegan, Jr., we'd to
Louisville Sunday where died of 
er 
lei-
tercomotis ataxia his broth, Mr. John 
1Patroes of the Wa Cemmay, ere reminded dem their moor net
egan, who was 60 years old and a
expired Marsh 31st.. Thom who
Mr. Thomas Orr, the life insurance desire to renew them sticiald do so




forgotten, ott•nor b.idasoreanApr =
Angeles. Cal., to reside.
will be shut off.
Nr. 'Abe Sloan has resigned *is The Prompt payment of Inbar
place with Michael Ritis. and s.ext rents will sew/ vezadost mud met to
month goes on the rod as a drum- the 'mummer, and impleseem duties







In Her New and Exquiait5 Comedy
"The Triumph
of Betty"




PRICEIErsic, 35C, Scc, 7Sc, Sum:. and
$1140.





















ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
AND IN OUR LINE YOU W
STYLES FOR SMART TAI
FORD. THE PATH OF T
EASY AND ECONOMICAL
CLOTHES. WE STAND F
TURN OUT.
ILL FIND THE CHOICEST
LORING THE MARKETS AF-
HE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTH
IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS
OR EVERY GARMENT WE
Dicke & Black,
g16 Broadway. MERCHANT TAILORS.
Prospects for 'Shortage of Coal April 1
Buy TRADLWA1 ER COAL now and save money I
COAL FOR WAGONS AT ELEVA'"OR. LUMP t3 CENTS PER BUSHEL.. .. „NUT. . is CENTS PER BUSHEL
PROMPT DELIVERX. Both Telephones 254.
Foot of
Sn. West Kentucky Coal Co.
Incorporated
sr-A-
